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ABSTRACT

Black bear(Ursus americanus)home range dynamics, habitat utilization, denning
chronology, and denning habitat use were studied from May 1992 to May 1994 on the
Neuse/Pamhco Peninsula(NPP)of eastem North Carolina. Habitat models for the entire

coastal region ofNorth Carolina were also developed based on 20 years ofbear
distribution data. The NPP,representative of much ofeastem and coastal North Carohna,

is an intensively managed area consisting ofpine plantations and agricultmal areas

interspersed with remnants of pocosin and hardwoods. Two study areas, the Big Pocosin
and the Gum Swamp, were located on the peninsula.
Eighty-nine individual bears were captured 102 times, and 50 bears were radio-

collared and monitored one to four times per week by ground triangulation. Over 3650

radio locations were collected, and 2065 were used for home range and habitat use
analyses. Annual home range sizes were calculated using the 95% harmonic mean(HM)
and the 95% and 50% convex polygon(CP)methods. Seasonal home ranges were

calculated with the 95% CP method. Habitat utilization was analyzed using Geographic
Information System(GIS)technology with program Arclnfo, and land use/land cover
(LULC)data were obtained from the Albemarle/Pamhco Estuarine Study conducted by
the North Carolina Center for Geographic Information and Analysis. Seven habitat
components were statistically ranked in each study area based on usage versus availability

using the Johnson ranking method which employs the Waller/Duncan multiple comparison
procedure.
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For females, annual 50% CP and 1993 spring, summer, and fall 95% CP home
ranges were smaller in the Gum Swamp than in the Big Pocosin. Furthermore, Gum

Swamp females exhibited a higher degree ofhome range overlap than Big Pocosin
females. The above factors combined may indicate higher habitat quality in the Giun
Swamp area than in the Big Pocosin.

A GIS was used to match LULC with bear locations. Twelve habitat types were
used by bears, and these types were grouped into eight categories representative of

habitats available to bears. Six categories were common to both study areas, and each
area contained one distinct component. Two techniques were used to determine available

habitat. One method assumed each bear had a different Area of Availability(ADA)based
on an area buffered aroimd each bear's center of activity, and the second method assumed

bears had available habitat throughout the Entire Study Area(ESA)which was based on
the composite of all AOA areas.

During spring, differences in habitat components were not different for Big
Pocosin females using ESA and AOA methods. Grouping ofhabitat categories, due to
low spring sample sizes, eliminates the opportunity to determine specific rankings for the
seven individual habitat components. Using aU seven habitat types during summer,
pocosin, low vegetation, and mixed pine/hardwood stands were ranked #1,#2, and #3,
respectively(by ESA). Summer AOA habitat components did not differ. In fall, both
ESA and AOA methods exhibited differences within habitat components. For females,
using the ESA method, pocosin, low vegetation, and mixed stands ranked #1, #2, and #3,
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respectively. However using the AOA method, bottomland hardwood, pocosin, and low

vegetation ranked #1,#2, and 3, respectively. During one significant summer(ESA)and
two significant fall(ESA and AOA)analyses for BP females, pine ranked #7, #5, and #4
out ofthe seven habitat types.

For Gum Swamp females, spring sample sizes were large enough to analyze all
seven individual habitat components. Marsh,formed areas(cleared), and pocosin were
ranked #1,#2, and #3, respectively, using the ESA method while the AOA components

were not different. The importance of marsh, low vegetation, and farmed areas(cleared)
were shown in summer because these habitat types ranked #1,#2, and #3 using the ESA

method, and the AOA components did not differ. Also, marsh,farmed areas(cleared),

and low vegetation were ranked #1,#2, and #3, respectively, in fall using the ESA method
while AOA components were not different. Pine habitats ranked #7 during spring,
summer, and fall for GS females using the ESA method.
Males were combined between study areas due to low sanq)le sizes. Low

vegetation and cleared habitats ranked #1 and #2, respectively, using the ESA method
during summer. AOA habitat components did not differ. Summer was the only season
sample sizes were large enough to rank habitat components for males.
All monitored bears denned for at least part ofthe winter period (1 January

through 31 March). Adult females exhibited significantly longer denning periods than subadults due to earher den entry dates. However, den emergence dates did not differ. Pine

plantations in very specific age classes, pocosins, hardwood (bottomland and upland), and
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areas oflow vegetation such as clearcuts were utilized as denning areas. Bears denned in

hardwoods(upland and bottomland) and pocosin more often than e?q)ected based on
availability. Bears also chose pine plantations ofvery specific age and structural
composition. Nine of 10 den sites in pine plantations were located in pine stands 3-8 or
15-20 years old (3-8 years post disturbance or thinning). Pine woodlands in these age
classes contain very similar vegetative structures related to the time since last disturbance

(disturbance includes planting at age 0 or thinning at approximately age 12).
Habitat models for the coastal plain identified the importance oflarge continuous

blocks offorested habitat and areas of bottomland hardwoods for black bear populations
in the region. Additionally, area and type of cropland appears critical for black bears in
eastern North Carolina. Grain crop foods may substitute for hardwood mast foods in

areas of sufficient forested habitat with escape cover and denning. Managers in the region
should consider the juxtaposition ofremaining continuous forested blocks,

oak/gum/cypress forests, and areas ofimportant crop foods(com, wheat, soybeans).
Because home ranges in 1993 were significantly larger in the Big Pocosin than the
Gum Swamp, and Gum Swamp females exhibited a higher degree ofhome range overlap

than Big Pocosin females, there is evidence ofhigher habitat quality in the Gum Swamp.
Managers should attempt to mimic the diverse habitat characteristics ofthe Gum Swamp
which contains areas ofpocosin, marsh, and bottomland interspersed with remote
croplands. Future management efforts in the coastal region should maintain or restore

pocosin, marsh, and bottomland hardwood to provide habitats similar to the Gum Swamp.

Ifpredicted declines in "natural" habitats continue, pine habitats will become
increasingly unportant as feeding areas. Cooperation with the forest industry will be
unperative to ensure adequate bear habitat in the future. Management plans should be

designed with consideration for maintaining areas oflow vegetation by using control
burning and thinning to enhance areas for soft mast production. Such disturbed pine
plantations, providing berries and other food items, may be substitutes for bottomlands

and pocosin when supplemented by nearby food crops. However,the quality ofthese pine
dominated environments for reproduction and survival remains unknown. Pine

management should be designed with consideration for balancing areas oflow vegetation

for feeding with areas ofthick pines for denning habitat. The juxtaposition of managed
pine woodlands and areas of croplands containing important bear foods should be
considered.

Grain croplands are clearly critical for bears in the region, yet agricultural
predictions indicate that areas of grain crops will decline and cotton will increase. Wildlife

managers should focus bear management efforts in regions ofthe coastal plain such as
occupied bear habitat in the lower coastal plain or tidewater area where soils and
agricultural conditions are conducive to the continued growing of grain crops. This will
be particularly critical as remnant areas ofthick pocosin and suitable bottomlands are lost.

Landscape-scale management and cooperation between wildlife managers and the forest
industry and the agricultural community will be essential in order to ensure black bear

viability in the rapidly developing coastal plain.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Black bears {Ursus americanus)are the last large member ofthe Order Camivora
foimd in eastern North America in extensive populations. Carnivores have always
fascinated humankind and been considered ill-tempered creatures capable ofusing sharp

claws and strong canine teeth to dispatch prey with precision. While popularly regarded

as a dangerous carnivorous animal, black bears are actually secretive omnivores that rarely

pose a threat to humans. Black bears are also more adaptable to human activities than
other large carnivores. When provided with enclaves of suitable habitat, black bears can
survive in areas impacted by human activities where mountain Hon {Felis concolor), red
wolf(Ca«/s niger), gray wolf

lupus), and brown bear(Ursus arctos) have been

extirpated.

Black bears historically ranged throughout the forested habitats ofNorth America

occupying all 49 continental states, all Canadian provinces and territories, and much of
northem Mexico (Hall 1981)(Fig. 1). Black bears are still foimd throughout most oftheir

historical range in Canada. However, as a result ofhuman-caused mortahty and habitat
loss, populations have become restricted to 39 U.S. states and a small part oftheir former

range in the Sierra Madre Moimtains of Mexico (Pelton 1982, Maehr 1984)(Fig. 2). Loss
ofrange has been particularly dramatic in the southeastem United States where black
bears occupied only 10% oftheir former range in the 1980's(Maehr 1984)(Fig. 3).
Following declines in range and distribution in the late 19th and early 20th

centuries, black bear populations appear to be increasing and expanding in many areas of
the eastem United States (e.g., Pennsylvania and North Carolina)(Alt 1994, Warburton
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Figure 1. Historical Black Bear Distribution in North America (Hall 1981).
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Figure 2. Current Black Bear Distribution in North America (Pelton 1982, Maehr 1984).

Figure 3. Current Black Bear Distribution in the Southeastern United States(Pelton 1982, Maehr 1984).

1994). Conversely, the Louisiana black bear {Ursus americanus luteolus) has received

protection as a threatened subspecies under the Endangered Species Act of 1973, and
black bears m Florida, Alabama, and Mississippi are threatened by habitat destruction and
fragmentation (Pelton 1990).

Stabibty ofblack bear populations appears to be temporarily assured in the
national forests ofthe southern Appalachians due to Federal control and management of

large contiguous blocks of suitable habitat. However, Southeastern coastal plain

populations are largely concentrated on private lands and may be vulnerable to increasmg
human densities, habitat loss, fragmentation, and landscape changes(Pelton 1986).

Black bear populations in coastal North Carolina decreased during the middle

years ofthe 1900's due to intensive landscape changes and human-related mortahty
(Gordon Warburton, NC Wildl. Res. Comm., pers. commun.). The North Carolina
Wildlife Resources Commission estabhshed 28 bear sanctuaries in 1970 in response to

concems about bear population declines(Collins 1982). In the 1980's, hunters, biologists,
and outdoor enthusiasts noticed an increase in bear sightings, roadkills, depredations, and

harvests. Occupied black bear habitat in eastern North Carolina increased from

approjdmately 6,670 km^ in 1971 to 22,000 km^ in 1991 (Jones et al. 1995, In press).

Occupied range increased 47% from 1981 (15,000 km^)to 1991 alone (Fig. 4). As a
result ofthis expansion, eastem North Carolina now has the largest coastal bear

population in the southeastern United States. The increase in bear distribution and

abundance has pu2aled wildlife biologists and stimulated interest in the mechanisms behind
the changes.

Prior to 1988, only two bear research projects had been conducted in the Atlantic

coastal plain ofNorth Carolina (Hardy 1974, Hamilton 1978). However, beginning with
Hellgren (1988), a number of studies were initiated on pubhc lands(Dismal Swamp and

1981
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Figure 4. Occupied Black Bear Habitat in North Carolina, 1981 and 1991 (Jones et al.
1995).

Alligator River National Wildlife Refuges and Camp Lejeune Marine Corps Base)as
governmental agencies and private organizations recognized the threats facing coastal bear

populations. Nevertheless, these black bear studies on pubhc lands did not specifically
address black bear habitat requirements and home range characteristics in landscapes
mtensively managed for forest and agricultural products. Because the majority ofcoastal
plant bear habitat is privately owned (Wooding et al. 1994), quantification ofbasic bear
habitat requirements and ecology in the region remains a need. In eastern North Carobna,

approximately 21%(10,000 km^)oftbe landscape is classified as agricultural cropland
(NC Ag. Stats. 1994) and 23% oftbe 35,000 km^ offorests are owned by the forest
industry(Johnson 1990, Thompson 1990). Much ofthe non-industry forest is actively
managed for pme timber production by private landowners following the management
examples set by local timber companies. There is an obvious and serious need for bear

research in such privately-owned forest and agricultural areas to provide sound biological
input for future management decisions.
The Neuse/Pamhco peninsula is representative ofan eastem North Carolina area

where bears encounter increasing human population densities and development as well as
widespread commercial forestry and agricultural practices. The NPP black bear study
began in 1992 and focused entirely on privately owned and highly managed forest and
agricultural environments. The study concentrated on all aspects of black bear ecology

from reproduction and mortahty to habitat utilization and movements. Maddrey(1995)
addressed food habits and mortahty factors. MartoreUo (In progress) wiU address

population parameters based upon data collected fi^om 1992 to 1996. The main goal of

this thesis was to compare bear use oftwo distinctly different areas; the Big Pocosin was
dominated by pine plantations while the Gum Swamp contained significant renmants of
pocosin and bottomland hardwood and relatively low human densities.

Specific hypotheses were:
Neuse/Pamlicn Peninsula

1)Black bear home range sizes are larger in the Big Pocosin than in the Gmn Swamp.
Within study areas, home range sizes are larger for males than females and larger for subadults than adults.

2)Pocosin and bottomlands rank high and pine habitats rank low for black bear habitat
utilization in both the Big Pocosin and the Gmn Swamp.

3)Black bear den entry, den emergence, and denning duration do not differ between study
areas. Adult denning chronology differs from sub-adult denning chronology. Black bears
utilize specific-aged stands ofpine for denning habitat on the NPP.
Region-wide coastal North Carolina study area

4)Models could be developed to predict occupied black bear habitat that would be usefid
in landscape-scale management of existing populations and identification ofpotential
habitat for restoration.

CHAPTER 2

STUDY AREA

LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION

The Neuse/Pamlico peninsula is located in the central region ofthe North Carohna
coastal plain approximately 180 km east of Raleigh (Fig. 5). There are two study areas
(Big Pocosin and Gum Swamp)located on the NPP encortq)assing parts ofBeaufort,
Craven, and Pamlico coimties(Fig. 6). The NPP is botmded by the Pamlico River on the

north, the Neuse River on the south, and Pamhco Sound on the east. The NPP is part of
the Atlantic Coastal Plain and elevation ranges from 0-8 m above sea level. Total land
area is approximately 150,000 ha including approximately 70% forests and 30%

agricultural lands and urhan/suburban environments(Joe Hughes, Weyerhaeuser Co., pers.
commun.). The forested sections ofthe peninsula are owned largely by Weyerhaeuser
Forest Products Con^any and PCS Phosphate Mining Company. Over 90% of
Weyerhaeuser lands(65,000 ha) are actively managed for pine timber production;
phosphate mining is practiced on small sections ofPCS landholdings(Joe Hughes, pers.
commun.). Small natural stands ofhardwood and pocosin remain; largely concentrated on
Weyerhaeuser and PCS lands or in privately-owned creek drainages. Satellite images
clearly show that the largest remaining areas of contiguous forest are concentrated on

forest industry lands. Future habitat fragmentation is a concern in the study areas due to
urban sprawl and a growing demand for rural homes.
The Big Pocosin covers approximately 47,000 ha on the western end ofthe NPP.

This area is boimded by US Highway 17, NC Highways 33 and 43, the Pamhco county
line, the Neuse River, and the Pamhco River. Chocowinity and Askin he at the

S5)

Neuse/Pamlico
Peninsula

Figure 5. Geographic Location ofthe Neuse/Pamlico Peninsula, North Carolina, in Relation to the Southeastern United States.
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Figure 6. Location ofthe Big Pocosin and Gum Swamp Black Bear Study Areas on the
Neuse/Pamlico Peninsula, North Carolina.
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northern and southern boundaries ofthe area, respectively. Several small communities are

dispersed throughout the Big Pocosin including Blounts Creek, Cayton, Edward, Emul,
and Wilmar. Farms are mainly small family operations dispersed across the landscape.

Extensive pine forests oftimber company lands are also present. The majority ofthe Big
Pocosin has been intensively managed for a pine monoculture since the early 1900's.
Areas of bottomland hardwood and pocosin are much smaller than those found in the

Gum Swamp. In essence, the Big Pocosin area is more fragmented and has been managed
for timber production longer and more intensively than the Gum Swamp area.

The Gum Swamp section is approximately 29,000 ha located on the eastern end of
the peninsula. The Gum Swamp is boimded by NC Highways 33, 55, 304, and 306. The
towns of Aurora and Bayboro he at the northern and southern boundaries ofthe Gum
Swamp, respectively. Bayboro is the largest town on the eastern half ofthe peninsula with
a population of approximately 800 people. The Gum Swamp area is remote compared to
other areas of eastern North Carolina. There are few human dwellings within the core of

the Gum Swamp study area. The entire area is composed oflarge commercial farms and
forested areas. The Parker Farm in Beaufort coimty is approximately 1,000 ha in size and

is sunoimded by forested tracts. The McCotter Farm io Pamhco coimty covers

approximately 500 ha. Human activity on these commercial farms is largely limited to
farming and hunting in their respective seasons. At the beginning ofthe NPP study, the
Gum Swamp contained extensive areas of bottomland hardwood forests and pocosin, but
much ofthese forests(> 80%)were converted to loblolly {Pinus taeda) plantations during
the course ofthe study.
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BIOTA AND CLIMATE
Vegetation

Black bears inhabit a variety ofhabitats on the NPP including pine plantations,

hardwood forests, Carolina bays, pocosins, and other wetlands. Dominant vegetation in
managed plantations includes a loblolly pine overstory with a midstory ofred maple(Acer
rubrum), sweetgum(Liquidambar styraciflua), and various evergreen shrubs. Hardwood
stands are dominated by black gum (Nyssa sylvatica), various oaks(Quercus spp.), red
maple, and sweetgum, Pocosins are characterized by a widely spaced pond pine (Pinus
serotina) overstory and a dense understory/midstory layer of evergreens and woody

species. The thickness ofthe vegetation in pocosins and specific-aged pine stands enables
bears to remain imdetected only a few meters fi"om roads or observers. Natural bear foods
include acoms, zn&w-2imm(Peltandra virginica), blackberry(Rubus spp.), black cherry

(Prunus serotina), black gum finiit, greenbrier(Smilax spp.), holly (Ilex spp.), pokeweed
(Phytolacca americana), and sweet gallberry (Ilex coriacea). Dominant agricultural crops
grown in the area include com, cotton, soybeans, tobacco, and wheat. Com,soybeans,
and wheat are commonly eaten by bears in the area.

Fauna

The Neuse/Pamlico area is rich in animal diversity. Game species include whitetailed deer(Odocoileus virginianus), wild turkey(Meleagris gallapavo), northem
bobwhite quail(Colinus virginianus), gray squirrel(Sciurus carolinensis), eastem

cottontail rabbit (Sylvilagusfloridanus), marsh rabbit(S. palustris), and many species of
waterfowl including tundra swans(Cygnus columbianus) and a variety ofducks and

geese. Copperhead (Agkistrodon contortrix), cottonmouth water moccasin (Agkistrodon
piscivorus), and timber rattlesnakes(Crotalus horridus) are common poisonous snakes
found throughout the area. Common hawks include red-tails(Buteojamaicensis).
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northern harriers {Circus cyaneus), and Cooper's hawk (Accipiter cooperii). A variety of

neotropical migratory birds, shore birds, wading birds, amphibians, and reptiles also
inhabit the area.

Climate

The NPP has a humid, temperate climate characterized by hot, humid summers and
cool, moist winters. Siunmer temperatures commonly exceed daily highs of38° C(100°
F), and afternoon thunderstorms are common. Snow is uncommon because winter

temperatures rarely drop below freezing, but rain occurs frequently. The mild chmate
allows for a diverse array ofvegetative growth in all seasons compared to the more
seasonally influenced bear habitats in the Appalachian or the Rocky mountains.
SOCIO-ECONOMIC SETTING

Because most ofthe NPP landscape is rural and owned by private industry, natural
resource-related activities drive the local economy. Many ofthe people living on the

peninsula work directly for Weyerhaeuser and PCS or provide products and services to
the companies. A large segment ofthe population derives its economic livelihood from
agriculture either farming directly or by providing goods and services to the agricultural
community. As in many rural areas, hunting is a favorite activity on the NPP, and most
Weyerhaeuser and PCS lands are leased to himt clubs formed within local communities.
Despite misconceptions regarding local attitudes by those unfamdiar with the area, bears

are highly desired and respected by most residents. Based on my informal interviews with
dozens offarmers suffering bear depredation, few farmers kill offending bears despite the

legal right to do so tmder North Carolina law. Furthermore, my conversations with scores
offarmers, himters, loggers, and rural residents demonstrates that most local people
perceive black bears as a normal and desirable component ofthe ecosystem.
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CHAPTER 3

BLACK BEAR HOME RANGE DYNAMICS AND
HABITAT UTILIZATION

Authors in the early 1980's predicted that black bear range in coastal North
Carolina would decline with shrinking areas ofswamps, pocosins, and other wetland

habitats(Monschein 1981, Zeveloflf 1983). However, occupied black bear habitat

increased by approximately 240% from 1971 (6,670 km^)to 1991 (22,000 km^)in eastem
North Carolina (Jones et al. 1995, In press). The mechanisms related to this increase are
not well understood, and hear habitat in the region continues to change rapidly. The

majority of occupied coastal bear habitat in North Carolina is centered on private lands
that are intensively managed for agricultural and timber production. Habitat studies
centered on pubhc lands(Hamilton 1978, Smith 1985, Hellgren 1988, and Lombardo

1993)have not answered critical management questions necessary for the management of
black bears on private lands. Furthermore, current bear management in eastem North
Carolina is limited to the control ofharvest and monitoring of depredation kills. This

scenario emphasizes the need for accurate assessment of bear habitat requirements in
intensively managed and privately owned habitats. Due to the limited information
available about black bear habitat requirements in these highly managed environments, the

main objectives ofthis study were to provide seasonal black bear habitat and home range
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information to be used in active bear management on a landscape scale in coastal plain
environments.

METHODS
Capture and Handling of Black Bears

Bears were trapped between May 1992 and September 1993 using Aldrich springactivated foot snares with automobile hood springs attached to reduce the likelihood of
injuries to bears(Johnson and Pelton 1980). Trapping efforts were concentrated around
areas of abundant bear sign, usually adjacent to agricultioral fields or heavily used travel
corridors. Six to 18 traps were set and checked daily.
Trail sets were used at > 95% ofthe trap sites. Trail sets consisted ofbaits

suspended fi^om two parallel strings approximately 10-15 meters apart. Snares were set
between the baits, and brush was placed in a wall on each side ofthe snare. The finished

snare and wall ofbrush was between and parallel to the strings holding the baits. Baits
consisted ofpastries including donuts and sweet rolls, and raspberry extract was added as
an olfactory attractant.

Captured bears were immobilized with intramuscular injections of a mixture of
ketamine hydrochloride(200 mg/cc), xylazine hydrochloride(100 mg/cc), and carbocaine
(20 mg/cc) administered by 1.1 m jabstick. Each bear was weighed, measured, and
examined for ectoparasites and reproductive condition. Blood was collected for a black

bear study designed to clarify the taxonomy ofpotential black bear subspecies in the
southeastern United States. A first premolar was extracted for aging by cementum annuli
analysis(Willey 1974). Selected bears were fitted with radio-transmitter collars with

motion sensors designed to signal activity or inactivity(Telonics Inc., Mesa, AZ). Each
initial capture was marked with an ear tag in each ear as well as a tattoo in the upper hp.
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Most bears were administered Yohimbine as a reversing agent. All bears were

administered Liquamycine or a similar antibiotic, and bears were treated with a topical
antibiotic if open wounds existed.

Radio Telemetry
Equipment and Data Collection

All transnoitters used during this study emitted two signals depending on bear
activity or inactivity. Active signals, initiated by movement ofthe animal's head, consisted

ofa more rapid pulse than inactive signals. Radio collars were attached using a breakaway
leather spacer. Leather oftwo sizes, 1/8 and 3/16 inch thickness, was utilized. In 1992,
untreated leather was apphed to each collar. In 1993, leather was soaked in vegetable oil
for 16 to 24 hours and allowed to dry and cure before use. Collars fastened with
imtreated leather dropped in less than one year while treated leather often remained intact
for over two years.

The locations of collared bears were estimated one to four times per week by
triangulation using a 2-element H antenna or 4-element truck-mounted antenna with a

Telonics TR-2 receiver. Regular triangulation stations were established throughout each
study area, and Universal Transverse Mercator(UTM)coordinates for these stations were

derived using a Global Positioning System(Trimble Navigation Inc., Sunnyvale, CA).
Radio locations were obtained fi^om estabhshed points using ground triangulation with the

loudest signal method (Springer 1979). Azimuths were taken from as many established
points as necessary until two azimuths were obtained within five minutes with an angle
between 60° and 120°. Ninety percent of all azimuths met these criteria. Also, due to the

high road density, most forested and farming areas were surrounded by roads, and it was
possible to be certain ofthe particular block ofhabitat occupied by instrumented bears.
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This resulted in increased accuracy for habitat utilization analyses. Twenty-four hour
tracking sessions were performed on four to six selected bears each month on each study
area. Lost bears were located with the aid ofa fix-winged aircraft and mounted 2-element
H antenna(Mech 1983). Aerial locations were not used in habitat analyses because bears
were usually triangulated from the ground immediately following aerial location to obtain
greater accuracy.

Analysis of Telemetry Data

Over 3650 bear locations were collected in the field, but only locations collected in
< 10 minutes(90% in < 5 minutes) and with a triangulated angle of> 45° were used in

analyses. The UTM coordinates of all telemetry stations and all azimuths meeting the
above criteria were entered into program TELEM (Koeln 1980), and triangulation was
performed to estimate locations ofbears. The short time period between the collection of
azimuths reduced error from bear movement. The use of angles > 45° also reduced error
polygon size.

Serial correlation is another consideration when performing home range and
habitat utilization research. Most home range methods and subsequent techniques for
estimating habitat use require that bear locations be independent(Ackerman et al. 1990).
To guard against serial correlation, all locations collected < 20 hours apart(n=1243) were
eliminated from home range and habitat analyses. Most eliminated locations resulted from

24-hour tracking sessions in which 10 of 12 locations per session were collected in < 20
hours and considered serially correlated. My initial intentions were to utilize these
locations to assess movement pattems, but I decided to forego the movement analysis in
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order to focus on GIS and macro-habitat use. These locations are available for future

analysis of daily movement pattems by a new investigator. After eliminating locations that
did not meet time or angle requirements and those that might be serial correlated, 2065
locations remained for home range and habitat analyses(Table 1). The large number of

female locations compared to male locations resulted from more frequent collar drops by
males and because males frequently left the study areas.

Triangulation Error Analysis

Telemetry error was estimated during August and December 1993. Transmitters
(n=51) were placed in locations unknown to observers, and azimuths were collected using
the techniques described earUer. The mean distance from hidden transmitters to estimated

locations was 180 ± 102 m. Using program SAS,the distribution ofthe 51 test distances
was found to be consistent with the reverse exponential distribution(SAS 1982).
Therefore, a second set of 133 random habitat locations was generated with SAS based
upon the distribution ofthe 51 test distances. A second analysis was conducted to
determine the percentage of"test" locations that would fall into a different habitat
category from the actual bear locations(Schmutz and White 1990, Clark 1991, van Manen

1994). Ninety-four ofthe 133 test locations(71%) were located in the same hahitat
category as the actual bear locations.

While these results produce a rough numerical measure oftelemetry error, I feel
that the method grossly overestimates actual telemetry error in both study areas. Nearly
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Table 1. Locations Used in Black Bear Home Range and Habitat Analyses on the

Neuse/Pamlico Peninsula, North Carolina, 1992-1994.
Big Pocosin
Females

Gum Swamp

Totals

763

1085

1848

Males

77

140

217

Totals

840

1225

2065
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all field telemetry was conducted in square and rectangular habitat blocks surrounded by
roads. As a result, it was possible to be certain ofthe particular habitat block an
instrumented bear was occupying. All telemetry observers were instructed to circle
habitat blocks and take azimuths from a variety oflocations to reduce the chance of error.

Only on rare occasions, in areas oflow road density, was it likely for observers to place
bears in the incorrect habitat block. Because "test" locations were randomly generated
and could fall in habitat blocks across roads from actual locations, the technique described
above almost certainly exaggerates actual telemetry error. As fiuther evidence of
acceptable telemetry error, the mean distance obtained from our error "tests" was 180 m

compared to 201 m in the Great Dismal Swanqj(Hellgren 1988, Hellgren et al. 1991)and
greater than 444 m in the Arkansas Highlands(Clark 1991). Finally, our collection of>
90% oflocations in less than five minutes added to telemetry accuracy by reducing error
due to bear movement, and collecting only azimuths with angles > 45° reduced error
polygon size. In summary, due to the short period between the collection of azimuths
(90% in < 5 minutes), the use of angles >45°,the technique of using square and

rectangular road networks for determining exact habitat blocks containing bears, and the
low estimated error from 51 test collars, the telemetry error falls well within the levels

found in previous black bear studies. An additional measure ofthe efiects oftelemetry
error is provided in the Results Section (Measuring Telemetry and Habitat Classification
Error).
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Home Range Analyses

Determining Seasons

Season dates were based upon food availability, bear food preferences,
movements, and denning habits as follows. 1)Winter(1 January to 31 March)~ All
radio-collared bears denned for at least part ofthis period. A few individuals entered dens
a few days before the period began or remained denned for a couple of weeks in April. 2)
Spring(1 April to 30 June)~ Most bears emerged from their dens in early April and
began feeding on wheat. Wheat remained the major food item through harvest in mid to
late June, and bear movements were generally concentrated around wheat fields
throughout this season. 3)Summer(1 July to 30 September) — Bears switched to a

variety ofnatural foods in July with blackberries being the dominant natural food. Cora
encompassed the bulk ofthe diet ofbears from mid-July until late September. 4)Fall(1
October to 31 December)~ Bear movements increased as bears searched for soybeans
and com harvest spillage as well as a variety of natural foods such as black gum berries
which are limited to dwindling areas ofhardwood forests.

Techniques Used in Analyses

Bears were divided into three age classes based upon cementum annuli analyses: I)

Cubs — all bears less than 1 year old, 2) Sub-adults ~ all bears between 1 and 3 years old,

and 3)Adults ~ all bears older than 3 years old. Seasonal home ranges were calculated
for bears located at least ten times a season. Annual home ranges were calculated for

bears located at least ten times during each season: spring, summer, and fall. Seasonal and
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annual home ranges were calculated by program CALHOME using the 95% convex

polygon method(CP)(Michener 1979). Additionally, annual 50% CP and 95% harmonic
mean(HM)(Dixon and Chapman 1980)home ranges were calculated for females located
a minimum of 10 times during each season(50 times per annum and 10 times per season
for HM).

The percent CP technique may have advantages over the minimum CP method

developed by Hayne(1949). The minimum CP method is susceptible to the effects of
outhers and may include large areas never used by the animal(MacDonald et al. 1980).

The percent CP reduces the effect of outhers and offers information about areas used
within a home range (Michener 1979, Bowen 1982, Bekoff and Mech 1984). Also, the
50% CP home range has been considered a "core area"(Michener 1979). Other
advantages ofthe percent CP method are its graphic simplicity and the low sample sizes
required. Variations ofthe CP technique have been used extensively to estimate black
bear home ranges(GarsheUs and Pelton 1981, Carr 1983, Garris 1983, Brody 1984,

Clevenger 1986, Hellgren 1988, Clark 1991). The main disadvantage ofthe percent CP

technique is the possible exaggeration of home ranges resulting from using low sample
sizes. Quigley(1982) and Villarrubia (1982)provide a discussion ofthe use of convex
polygons for determining black bear home ranges.

Annual 95% HM home ranges were determined for female bears located at least

50 times per annum and 10 times per season (n=13). Because the harmonic mean
estimator is a nonparametric method, it is subject to deviations from underlying
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distributions(Clark 1991). Sample sizes must be large because the distribution is

estimated from the data and does not fit a parametric distribution. Authors have
recommended sample sizes of30-100 for such nonparametric methods(Worton 1987,
Ackerman et al. 1990). The harmonic mean home range was calculated to compare to and
vaUdate the percent CP technique.

Because home range data were not normally distributed based upon Shapiro-Wilk
tests(Schlotzhauer and Littell 1987), the Wilcoxon Rank Sum (Kruskal-WalUs)test was
used to test for differences in annual and seasonal home range sizes(a=0.1)(Sokal and
Rohlf 1981, Quigley 1982, Clevenger 1986, Gamer 1986). The Wilcoxon method, also
referred to as the Mann-Whitney U test, is the nonparametric analogue to the two-sample
t-test, and the method is valid for determining differences in independent observations that
are non-normally distributed (Schlotzhauer and Littell 1987).

Habitat Utilization
Source of Land Use/Land Cover Data

Geographic Information System(GIS)technology was used to match macrohabitat

cover types with all female and male telemetry locations in both study areas(Fig. 7). Land
use/land cover(LULC)thematic mapper(TM)data, collected in December 1988, were

purchased from the North Carolina Center for Geographic Information and Analysis

(NCCGIA)in Raleigh, North Carolina (Khorram et al. 1992). The data were originally
conq)iled as part ofthe Albemarle/Pamhco Estuarine Study sponsored by the North
Carolina Department ofEnvironment, Health, and Natural Resources and the United
States Environmental Protection Agency. Digital TM data were converted into a Lambert

Conformal Conic projection and classified into 18 LULC types(Table 2). Classifications
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Table 2. GIS Land Use / Land Cover Classifications for the Albemarle-Pamlico Estuarine

Study.
Class Type

Description

BORDER

Areas usually obscured by clouds.

WATER

Lakes, reservoirs, ponds, estuaries, sounds, wide
streams.

DEVELOPED

Residential, commercial, and industrial areas.

AGRICULTURAL/GRASS

Cropland and pasture, bare and grassy soils.

LOW VEGETATION

Fallow fields and early successional stages (clearcuts).

PINE

Medium and high density conifer stands(> 50%
crown closure.

BOTTOMLAND HARDWOOD

Hardwood stands in floodplains. Mainly maple, black

gum, oak, sycamore, birch, ehn, and ash.
UPLAND HARDWOOD

Hardwood stands in upland areas. Mainly oak,

hickory, elm, and maple.
PINE/HARDWOOD MIXED

Stands of mixed conifer and deciduous hardwood.

Neither comprise > 75% ofcrown density.
DISTURBED LANDS

Bare fields and very young clear cuts.

SHADOW AND PIXELS

Mixtures of water and trees usually near ponds.
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Table 2(cont.).

Class Type

RIVERINE SWAMP

Description

Forest along major coastal plain rivers. Mainly gumcypress and gum-maple.

EVERGREEN/CONIFER

Dominated by evergreen hardwood shrubs and small
trees(magnohas and bay forests). Similar to high
pocosin.

ATLANTIC WHITE CEDAR

Atlantic White Cedar occurring on peaty, acidic sods.

LOW POCOSIN

Areas of organic soils supporting evergreen hardwood
shrubs and smaU trees, vines, briars, and cane.

LOW MARSH

Regularly flooded marshes dominated by cordgrass,
bulrushes, and needlerush (Spartina. Scirpus. and
Juncus).

HIGH MARSH

Irregularly flooded marshes dominated by cordgrass,
cattail, and reeds(Spartina. Tvpha. and Phragmites).

SAND

Bare, sandy soils. Includes dunes and bare sand

ridges.
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were verified by one-acre sample plots(n=1931)located on the TM imagery and on aerial
photography. Class accuracies were 73% or greater for aU non-developed categories
throughout the coverage area including parts ofthe coastal plain and piedmont regions.
Six categories were excluded fi-om bear habitat analyses due to the near absence of

bear locations fi^om these areas. The remaining 12 categories were grouped into eight
habitat types representative of areas bears commonly use or have available to use on the
NPP(Table 3). Six ofthese habitat types existed in both study areas while upland

hardwood and marsh were exclusive to the Big Pocosin and the Gum Swamp,
respectively. Seven habitat types remained in each study area and were utilized in analyses
ofBig Pocosin female summer and fall habitat use and all Gum Swamp female habitat use.
Most error occurred in developed classes or in areas ofbare sand. Because these areas
are not important for black bear habitat analyses, classifications used in all black bear
habitat analyses had a combined mean accuracy of82%(Range=71-91%)(Table 3). I

measured the effects of habitat classification error using the same technique that I used to
estimate bear habitat use (see Results—Measuring Telemetry and Habitat Classification
Error).

Grouping Bears and Determining Available Habitat

Bears were grouped by sex and study area classes for habitat analyses. Due to low

sample sizes, sub-adult and adult bears were grouped within sexes. Female habitat use
was analyzed by season for each study area. All females bears included in analyses were
located at least 10 times during a particular season except for BP females in spring.
Females located at least six times during spring were utilized in this class due to low
sample sizes. All male bears fi^om both study areas were grouped together because sample
sizes were too low for analyses by study area. Male bears were located at least 6 times
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Table 3. GIS Land Use / Land Cover Classification Groupings for Black Bear Habitat
Analyses on the Neuse/Pamlico Peninsula, North Carolina.
Grouped Classification

Grouped Classification

1) AGRICULTURAL/GRASS/

5)UPLAND HARDWOOD**

DISTURBED LANDS(73%)*

2)LOW DENSITY
VEGETATION(87%)

3)PINE(91%)

(91%)

6)MIXED PINE/HARDWOOD
(71%)

7)EVERGREEN/CONIFER AND

LOW POCOSIN(76%)

4)BOTTOMLAND HARDWOOD

AND RIVERINE SWAMP(83%)

8)LOW MARSH AND HIGH

MARSH**(86%)

* Percent probability that an area which has been classified as N on the image is actually
class N.

** Upland hardwood was only foimd in the Big Pocosin while Marsh was exclusive to the
Gum Swamp. The other six habitat types were found in both areas.
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per season. Arclnfo (Environmental Systems Research Institute, Redlands, CA)was used

to analyze all habitat utilization parameters, and habitat utilization was analyzed at two
scales to reduce biases.

Area of Availability — One technique assumed that each bear had a different

"Area of Availabihty"(ADA). Harrison (1958), VanWinkle et al. (1973), and VanWinkle
(1975)equated the geometric activity center with an animal's arithmetic mean center of

activity. Therefore, to determine activity centers, the arithmetic mean center of activity
was determined by season using CALHOME and used as the center point for the buffering
procedure in Arclnfo. For females, 95% convex polygon and 95% harmonic mean home

ranges were not significantly different, so mean radii for buffering were determined by the
average ofthe two methods(GS females = 1373 m,BP females = 1896 m). Sample sizes
were too low to accurately assess male annual harmonic mean home ranges, so the 95%
convex polygon method was used to determine radii(GS males = 1795 m, BP males =

1901 m). AH radii were determined using CALHOME as described in the Home Range
Section. The mean radius of each sex/study area group's home range was placed around
each individual animal's arithmetic mean center of activity, and the resulting area was
considered available habitat for the appropriate individual female or male bear

(Fig. 8, Fig. 9). Some bears had overlapping AOA's, and all locations falling outside the
available habitat were discarded from analyses. Analyzing habitat use based on each

bear's ADA allowed assessment ofhow the animals used habitat components within their
respective home ranges or areas offrequent use.
Entire Study Area — "Entire Study Area"(ESA)habitat availability was

determined for sex/study area groups using the methods described in the preceding
section. Therefore, centers of activity were used to determine available habitats for

individual bears. All available habitats for individuals were grouped by sex/study area
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classes. Correspondingly, all bears in each respective sex and study area class were then

assumed to have the same available habitat. The resulting area is actually a composite of
the AOA areas discussed in the previous section. I used the composite area, defined as
ESA,to approximate a "study area". The "study area" approach ofthe ESA method
allows assessment ofbear habitat preferences on a macro-scale across a distinct area

rather than just within the animals' home ranges. However, the ESA method may be
limited as a method for measuring use of macrohabitat because it may not account for

areas available for bears but not within the radius ofthe composite home ranges.
Analvzin2 Habitat Utilization

I used a habitat preference ranking method for analyzing habitat utilization on a
seasonal basis(Johnson 1980). This method has not been commonly used in black bear
research, but it has many advantages over other methods(e.g., Neu et al. 1974) which

have been more widely used ((Juigley 1982, Carr 1983, Gfamer 1986, Hellgren 1988,
Clark 1991). The primary advantage ofthe ranking method is that it ranks habitat use
fi"om greatest to smallest whereas the Neu et al. method only tests whether habitat
components were used more or less than expected. Furthermore, the Neu et al. technique
can provide diflferent results depending on the habitat components included in analyses
while ranking components with the Johnson approach reduces biases that might arise due
to the inclusion of questionable habitat components. Program PREFER(Frank 1985) was

utilized to provide ranks and the appropriate statistics. Available habitat was based on
both AOA and ESA as described in the previous section to eliminate any biases fi^om using
only one method and failing to assess preferences within home ranges and across distinct
study areas.
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RESULTS
Trapping

A total of 51 (27 M,24 F)and 38 bears(19 M, 19 F)were captured in the Gum
Swamp and the Big Pocosin, respectively(Table 4). The higher number ofcaptures in the
Gum Swan^ was a direct result of a much higher trapping success rate compared to the
Big Pocosin since more trap nights were performed in the Big Pocosin (Table 5). Not
only were success rates higher for the Gum Swamp than for the Big Pocosin, but success
rates increased between 1992 and 1993 in both areas. Overall, 39 captures resulted from
542 trap nights in the Big Pocosin(7.2% success) compared to 63 captures from only 390

trap nights in the Gmn Swamp(16.2% success). The overall success rate for both study
areas over two field seasons was 10.9%(102 captures/932 trap nights). Tables A1 and
A2 hst dates of capture, sex, weight, and age ofthe 89 different bears captured in the Big
Pocosin and Gum Swamp. Table A3 provides comparable information for the 13
recaptures in 1992 and 1993.

Home Range Dynamics

Telemetry data from 17(13 F, 4 M)and 20 bears(16 F,4 M)in the Big Pocosin
and the Gmn Swamp, respectively, were used in home range analyses(Tables 6 and 7). A
total of 1848 female and 217 male locations were utilized. Eighty-five percent(1760)of
locations utilized were obtained in the day-time period between 0800 and 2000, but 15%

(305)oflocations were obtained during the night-time period from 2000 to 0800(Table

8). No significant differences were foimd in annual or seasonal home range sizes between
female sub-adults or adults(Table 9). Low sample sizes made it impractical to estimate
annual male home ranges, but seasonal home ranges of males did not differ between age
classes(Table 10). Because no differences existed between sub-adult and adult home
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Table 4. Trapping Summary for the Neuse/Pamlico Peninsula, North Carolina, 19921993.

Gum Swamp

Big Pocosin

Totals

Totals

M

F

M

F

M

F

1992

13

9

11

9

24

18

1993

6

10

16

15

22

25

19

19

27

24

46

43

36

Table 5. Trapping Success for the Neuse/Pamlico Peninsula, North Carolina, 1992-1993.
Trap Nights(TN)

Captures

Captures/TN

Year

Area

Success%

1992

BP

360

22

1/16.4

6.1

1993

BP

182

17

1/10.7

9.3

1992

GS

171

20

1/8.6

11.7

1993

GS

219

43

1/5.1

19.6

1992

BP&GS

531

42

1/12.6

1993

BP&GS

401

60

1/6.7

7.9
15.0

92&93

BP

542

39

1/13.9

7.2

92&93

GS

390

63

1/6.2

16.2

932

102

1/9.1

10.9

92&93

BP&GS
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Table 6. Summary Information for Black Bears Used in Telemetry Analyses, Big Pocosin,
North Carolina, 1992-1994.
Bear ID #

Sex

Age

Classification

# Days

#Locations

Collared

Used

02

F

2.25

Subadult

328

56

08

F

unknown

Adult

346

79

10

M

2.25

Subadult

236

15

35

F

5.5

Adult

631

106

39

F

4.5

Adult

365

83

41

F

4.5

Adult

375

90

61

F

4.5

Adult

303

62

76

F

6.5

Adult

270

51

77

F

2.5

Subadult

257

42

79

F

2.5

Subadult

263

39

80

F

4.5

Adult

263

38

81

F

5.5

Adult

241

40

82

M

4.5

Adult

41

11

83

M

2.5

Subadult

140

34

84

M

3.75

Adult

142

17

86

F

2.75

Subadult

220

40

87

F

7.75

Adult

192

37

38

Table 7. Summary Information for Black Bears Used in Telemetry Analyses, Gum
Swamp, North Carolina, 1992-1994.
Bear ID#
Sek
Age

Classification

# Days
Collared

# Locations
Used

16

M

6.5

Adult

284

66

17

F

9.5

Adult

515

94

18

M

3.5

Adult

214

30

19

F

1.5

Yearling

219

42

23

F

3.5

Adult

576

129

24

F

9.5

Adult

133

15

25

F

10.5

Adult

554

109

28

F

2.5

Subadult

521

133

29

F

2.5

Subadult

483

123

32

F

3.5

Adult

279

63

42

F

5.75

Adult

277

86

44

F

2.25

Subadult

222

66

45

F

3.25

Adult

45

12

47

F

3.25

Adult

178

54

48

M

2.25

Subadult

209

23

51

M

4.25

Adult

71

21

52

F

4.25

Adult

215

57

66

F

5.5

Adult

206

48

74

F

6.5

Adult

158

39

90

F

1.75

Yearling

175

15

39

Table 8. Locations Used in Black Bear Home Range and Habitat Analyses by Eastern
Standard Time on the Neuse/Pamlico Peninsula, North Carolina, 1992-1994.
Time Interval

# Locations

Percentage

0001-0400

60

2.9

0401-0800

93

4.5

0801-1200

834

40.4

1201-1600

705

34.1

1601-2000

221

10.7

2001-2400

152

7.4

Total

2065

100
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Table 9. Comparisons ofAnnual and Seasonal Home Range Sizes(ha)for Female Black
Bears by Age Class on the Neuse/Pamhco Peninsula, North Carolina, 1992-1994.
Category

Age Class

Average

Significance

Range

Annual 95%

Subadult

509

255-763

Harmonic Mean

Adult

951

245-3348

Annual 95%

Subadult

379

253-484

Convex Polygon

Adult

864

245-2298

3

3

P=0.18

10

Annual 50%

Subadult

103

59-155

3

Convex Polygon

Adult

243

28-651

10

Summer 92 95%

Subadult

346

156-622

3

Convex Polygon

Adult

188

110-295

3

Fall 92 95%

Subadult

402

193-648

4

Convex Polygon

Adult

387

45-872

9

Spring 93 95%
Convex Polygon

Subadult
Adult

276
354

161-336

3

Summer 93 95%

Subadult

342

101-622

Convex Polygon

Adult

505

136-1592

15

FaU93 95%

Subadult

402

113-1279

7

Convex Polygon

Adult

549

106-2196

13

48-1077

P=0.31

10

P=0.87

P=0.51

P=0.64

P-0.94

11

6

P=0.79

P=0.63
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Table 10. Comparisons of Seasonal Home Range Sizes(ha)for Male Black Bears by Age
Class on the Neuse/Pamhco Peninsula, North Carolina, 1992-1994.
Category

AgeClass

Average

Fall 92 95%

Subadult

Convex Polygon

Adult

Summer 93 95%

Subadult

Convex Polygon

Adult

418

FaU93 95%

Subadult

1725

Convex Polygon

Adult

Range

3266

895

1587

321

n
1

869-921

2

751-2424

2

68-899

3

448-3002

2
1

Significance
P=0.22

P=0.25

P=0.22
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ranges for females or males, aU home ranges were analyzed by grouping age classes within
sexes for increased sample sizes and statistical power.
The 95% CP home ranges ofBig Pocosin males and females did not differ in fall
1992, summer 1993, and fall 1993 (Table 11). Gum Swamp male and female home ranges
were not significantly different in summer 1992, spring 1993, and fall 1993(Table 12).
However, in the Gum Swamp, male home ranges were significantly larger in fall 1992
(P=0.07) and summer 1993(P=0.03)than female home ranges. Male sample sizes were
low, and seasonal home ranges could not be calculated for all seasons for which female

data was available. Therefore, the lack of difference between male and female home range
size may be related to these low male sample sizes.
Between study areas, female annual 95% CP and 95% KM home ranges did not

differ in 1993, and mean .summer and fall 95% CP home ranges were not significantly
different in 1992(Table 13). However, in 1993, mean spring (P=0.01),.summer (P=0.02),

and fall(P=0.02)95% CP home ranges were significantly larger in the Big Pocosin than
the Gum Swamp (Table 13). Also, annual 50% CP home ranges were significantly larger
in the Big Pocosin than the Gum Swamp(P=0.06)(Table 13). The largest sample sizes
for females were obtained during the 1993 calendar year, and improved sample sizes may
grant more accurate results for 1993 than 1992. For males, fall 1992, summer 1993, and
fall 1993 home ranges did not differ across study areas(Table 14).

The sizes offemale annual 95% CP home ranges were not statistically different,

yet the configuration ofthe annual ranges appears different when mapped and presented
graphically. While low sample sizes for annual home ranges make statistical comparisons
impractical, a visual presentation ofthe home ranges demonstrates clear differences
between study areas. In the Big Pocosin, annual 95% CP ranges were widely spaced
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Table 11. Con^arisons of95% Convex Polygon Male and Female Seasonal Home Range
Sizes(ha)for Black Bears in the Big Pocosin, North Carolina, 1992-1994.
Category

Average

Range

n

Significance

Fall 1992
Male
Female

3266
519

1
173-753

P=0.14

5

Slimmer 1993

Male

926

68-2424

3

Female

654

136-1592

11

P=0.59

Fall 1993
Male

384

321-448

2

Female

746

117-2196

9

P=0.81
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Table 12. Comparisons of95% Convex Polygon Male and Female Seasonal Home Range

Sizes(ha)for Black Bears in the Gxun Swamp, North Carolina, 1992-1994.

Category

Average

Range

n

Significance

Slimmer 1992

Male

638

238-1039

2

Female

175

110-260

3

Male

895

869-921

2

Female

311

P=0.25

Fall 1992

45-872

P=0.07

8

Spring 1993
Male

382

1

Female

199

48-387

10

Male

825

751-899

2

Female

242

101-450

10

P=0.21

Slimmer 1993

P=0.03

FaU 1993

Male

3002

Female

294

1
106-873

11

P=0.11
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Table 13. Comparisons ofAnnual and Seasonal Home Range Sizes(ha)for Female Black

Bears by Study Area on the Neuse/Pamlico Peninsula, North Carolina, 1992-1994.
Category

Study Area

Average

Range

n

Significance
P=0.56

Annual 95%

BP

1158

263-3348

5

Harmonic Mean

GS

656

245-1243

8

Annual 95%

BP

1102

265-2298

5

Convex Polygon

GS

533

245-1472

8

Annual 50%

BP

419

37-651

5

Convex Polygon

GS

82

28-155

8

Summer 92 95%

BP

358

159-622

3

Convex Polygon

GS

175

110-260

3

Fall 92 95%

BP

519

173-753

5

Convex Polygon

GS

311

45-872

8

Spring 93 95%
Convex Polygon

BP
GS

685
199

358-1077
48-387

4
10

P=0.01

Summer 93 95%

BP

654

136-1592

11

P=0.02

Convex Polygon

GS

242

101-450

10

FaU93 95%

BP

746

117-2196

Convex Polygon

GS

295

106-873

9

11

P-0.11

P=0.06

P=0.13

P=0.14

P=0.02
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Table 14. Comparisons of Annual and Seasonal Home Range Sizes(ha)for Male Black
Bears by Study Area on the Neuse/Pamlico Peninsula, North Carolina, 1992-1994.
Category

Study Area

Average

FaU92 95%

BP

3266

Convex Polygon

GS

895

Summer 93 95%

BP

926

Convex Polygon

GS

825

Fall 93 95%

BP

384

Convex Polygon

GS

3002

Range

n
1

869-921

68-2424
751-899

321-448

Significance
P=0.22

2

3

P=0.56

2

2
1

P=0.22
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across the study area (Fig. 10). However, Gum Swamp females had a high degree of
home range overlap as eight collared females occupied a relatively small area (Fig. 11).
Estimated average annual home range sizes from various regions ofthe United
States are generally larger than home range estimates from the Big Pocosin and Gum
Swamp (Table 15). Male annual home ranges from this study were estimated by
averaging all available seasonal home ranges and are presented only for general
comparisons. Direct conclusions from comparisons between different studies are
impractical because ofvariance in techniques and habitats, yet Gum Swamp female and
both Gum Swamp and Big Pocosin male home ranges are clearly among the smallest for
their respective groups in the United States. Additionally, female Big Pocosin home
ranges are smaller than those in westem and northeastern states.

Seasonal Habitat Utilization

I eliminated 206(160 F,46 M)locations from the analyses(Table 16)because

these locations were located in imclassified polygons that had been obscured by cloud
cover during sateUite fly-overs or were located outside the areas of AOA or ESA habitat.
Due to low sample sizes, habitat types were combined for Big Pocosin female spring
analysis and male summer analysis in order to reach the minimum statistical power
required by program PREFER(Frank 1985).

During spring, differences in habitat components were not different for Big
Pocosin females using ESA and AOA methods(Tables A4 and A5). Grouping ofhabitat
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N

10 km

39

Gi7

a

Figure 10. Annual 95% Convex Polygon Home Ranges ofFemale Black Bears in the
Big Pocosin, North Carolina, 1993.
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N

5 km

47

44

52
28

17
3

2

Figure 11. Annual 95% Convex Polygon Home Ranges ofFemale Black Bears in the
Gum Swamp, North Carolina, 1993.
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Table 15. Mean Annual Black Bear Home Range Sizes from Published Research Studies
throughout the United States.
Source

Location

Male(ha)

Female(ha)

Calculation Method

Alt et al.(1976) Pennsylvania

19600

3700

Covariance matrix

Armstrup and
Idaho
Beecham(1976)

11200

4900

Minimum Area

Brown(1980)

West Virginia

20400

4900

Bivariate normal model

Garris(1983)

Tennessee

6010

3380

Convex polygon

Garshehs(1978)

Tennessee

2100

800

Convex polygon

Hamilton (1978)

North Carolina

9100

800

Minimum Area

Hellgren(1988)

Virginia/North

11170

2800

Convex Polygon

Carolina

Novick(1979)

California

2200

1700

Convex Polygon

Poelker and

Washington

5200

500

Convex Polygon

Quigley(1982)

Tennessee

3200

500

Convex polygon

This study

Big Pocosin,

1135*

1102

Convex polygon

1012*

533

Convex polygon

Hartwell(1973)

North Carolina

This study

Gum Swamp,
North Carolina

* Male home ranges were based on the average of all seasonal male home ranges.
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Table 16. Locations Available and Used in Arclnfo for Black Bear Habitat Analyses on
the Neuse/Pamlico Peninsula, North Carolina, 1992-1994.
Big Pocosin

Available

Giun Swanq)

Totals

Used

Available

Used

763

645

1085

1043

1848

1688

Males

77

54

140

117

217

171

Totals

840

699

1225

1160

2065

Females

Available

Used

1859
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categories, due to low sample sizes, eliminates the opportunity to determine specific
rankings for the seven individual habitat components. Using all seven habitat types during

summer, pocosin, low vegetation, and mixed pine/hardwood stands were ranked #1, #2,
and #3, respectively(by ESA)(Table A6). Summer AOA habitat con^onents did not
differ(Table A7). In fall, both ESA and AOA methods exhibited differences within
habitat components. For females, using the ESA method, pocosin, low vegetation, and
mixed stands ranked #1, #2, and #3, respectively(Table A8). However, using the AOA
method, bottomland hardwood, pocosin, and low vegetation ranked #1, #2, and 3,

respectively(Table A9). During one significant summer(ESA)and two significant fall
(ESA and AOA)analyses for BP females, pine ranked #7, #5, and #4 out ofthe seven
habitat types.

For Gum Swamp females, spring sample sizes were large enough to analyze all
seven individual habitat components. Marsh,farmed areas(cleared), and pocosin were
ranked #1, #2, and #3, respectively, using the ESA method whUe the AOA components

were not different(Tables AlO and All). The in:q)ortance of marsh, low vegetation, and
farmed areas(cleared) were shown in summer because these habitat types ranked #1,#2,

and #3 using the ESA method, and the AOA components did not differ (Tables A12 and
A13). Also, marsh,farmed areas(cleared), and low vegetation were ranked #1, #2, and

#3, respectively, in fall using the ESA method while AOA components were not different
(Tables A14 and A15). Pine habitats ranked #7 during spring, summer, and fall for GS
females using the ESA method.
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Males were combined between study areas due to low sample sizes. Low
vegetation and farmed (cleared) habitats ranked #1 and #2, respectively, using the ESA
method dming summer(Table A16). AOA habitat components did not differ(Table
A17). Summer was the only season sample sizes were large enough to rank habitat
components for males.
The spatial distribution ofthe eight habitat components used by bears
demonstrates the limited availabihty of many preferred "natural" components such as
pocosin, mixed pine/hardwood, and bottomland hardwood (Fig. 12). Furthermore,
because the LULC data used in the analyses were collected in December 1988 and many

natural forest types have since been converted to pine, the current availabihty of many
natural habitats is overestimated by the figure. The rapid conversion ofnatural
components to pine that occurred fi-om 1988 to 1993 would also result in exaggerated
estimates of available pocosin, mixed pine/hardwood, and bottomland hardwood. Because
the available area ofthese components may have been inflated numericaUy in analyses, 1
would expect reduced rankings for natural components fi^om a statistical standpoint.
However,these areas ranked high despite this bias, and it is clear that they are important
bear habitats. Fiuthermore, it is likely that the available area ofearly successional loblolly

plantations was underestimated, therefore resulting in increased statistical importance for

pine. This scenario further emphasizes the importance ofthe low habitat rankings for
pine.
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Figure 12. The Spatial Distributioo of Habitat Cranponetits Used by Black Bears on the Neuse/Pamlico Penbisula, North Carolina, 1992-1994.
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Measuring Telemetry and Habitat Qassification Error

I measured the effects ofthe combined telemetry and hahitat classification error on

bear habitat utilization results by randomly reclassifying 18% ofthe habitats available to
bears. I generated a set oftest locations based on telemetry error and ranked bear use of
the habitat components using program PREFER(Frank 1985) as described in the Methods
section. Four total analyses were performed including two for Big Pocosin females and
two for Gum Swamp females. In aU four resulting tests, the #1 ranked habitat component
did not change between actual analyses and tests(Table 17). In three ofthe four tests, the

lowest ranked component remained constant. Overall, higher ranked components from
actual analyses also ranked high in tests, and lower ranked components from actual
analyses also ranked low in tests. The results ofthis test indicate that the influence ofthe

classification error usually changed the rank of mid-level individual habitat components by
one or two places. Any effects on management conclusions and recommendations should
be minimal

DISCUSSION
Home Range

Home range sizes offemale bears have been linked to habitat quality(Armstrup
and Beecham 1976, Lindsey and Meslow 1977). Small home range sizes on the
Neuse/Pamhco, when compared to other areas ofthe country, may indicate productive
habitat on a broad scale. However, comparisons between Big Pocosin and Giun Swamp
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Table 17. Comparison ofActual Fall(Entire Study Area Method) Habitat Analyses to
Simulated Analyses Based on the Mean Accuracy ofHabitat Classification Data on the
Neuse/Pamhco Peninsula, North Carolina, 1992-1994.
Big Pocosin
Rank

Actual

Test 1

Test 2

Actual

Gum Swamp
Test 1

Test 2

1

Pocosin

Pocosin

Pocosin

Marsh

Marsh

Marsh

2

Low Veg

Mixed

Mixed

Cleared

Cleared

Pocosin

3

Mixed

Low Veg

Low Veg

Low Veg

Mixed

Low Veg

4

Bttmland

Pine

Pine

Mixed

Low Veg

Mixed

5

Pine

UpHwd

UpHwd

Pocosin

Pine

Bttmland

6

UpHwd

Bttmland

Bttmland

Bttmland

Bttmland

Cleared

7

Cleared

Cleared

Cleared

Pine

Pocosin

Pine
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home ranges provide insight into habitat quahty differences on the NPP. All 1993

seasonal home range sizes offemales were significantly smaller in the Gum Swamp than in
the Big Pocosin, and collared Gum Swamp females exhibited a higher degree ofhome
range overlap than collared Big Pocosin females. These facts may indicate relatively high
habitat quahty in the Gum Swamp. Also, annual 50% CP home ranges were smaller in the
Gum Swanq)than in the Big Pocosin, and Michener(1979) considered the 50% CP home

range to be a "core area" which may constitute the most important aspects of an animal's
home range. Smce Gum Swamp females can utilize a smaller area to meet daily
requirements, it appears that the large-scale loblolly pine monoculture in the Big Pocosin
is not as suitable an environment for bears as the more diverse Gum Swamp. The Gum

Swamp contained remnants ofbottomland hardwood, pocosin, and remote commercial
farmlands not found in great quantity in the Big Pocosin (Fig. 12). Currently, these areas
ofremote and diverse habitats in the Gum Swamp are prime bear habitat in coastal North
Carolina while the large-scale loblolly landscape in the Big Pocosin is representative of
future bear habitats in the rapidly developing region. Results from this research may

provide insight into future trends in bear habitat changes in the coastal region because the
Gum Swamp is currently undergoing rapid conversion to loblolly plantations similar to the
Big Pocosin.

Seasonal Habitat Utilization

Other studies have reported that black bear home range and habitat utilization in

the southeastern coastal plain were strongly tied to the phenological development and
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availability ofplant foods(Landers at al. 1979, Smith 1985, Hellgren 1988). This study's
habitat rankings clearly demonstrated that a few habitat types provide the critical
combination ofplant foods, cover, and protection for NPP black bears during spring,
summer, and fall. Pocosins, areas oflow vegetation, and farming areas were highly ranked
in all seasons while pine ranked seventh in four significant analyses and fifth and fourth in
two other significant analyses.

Pocosin habitats were foimd to be important in both study areas. Pocosins, an
American Indian word for "swamps on a hill", are forested wetlands with a widely spaced
pond pine overstory and midstory/understory layers ofvery dense evergreen shrubs and

vines. Pocosins are generally poorly drained and have highly organic soils (Sharitz and
Gibbons 1982, ZeveloflF 1983). Hellgren (1988)and Lombardo(1993)provided evidence
regarding the importance ofpocosins to black bears in the southeastem coastal plain as
they were preferred on a yearly basis by females. Carolina Bays, while of different
geologic composition, are vegetatively and structmally similar to pocosins(Sharitz and
Gibbons 1982). Carolina Bays were the preferred habitat type and provided the largest
amount offood in southeastem North Carolina (Landers et al. 1979). Bears can find

native plant foods in pocosins year-round and use the areas for escape cover from den
emergence until late winter when the areas become favorite denning areas(see Chapter 4).

Warburton (1984) and Clevenger(1986)documented the value of estabhshed sanctuaries
in the southem Appalachians for protecting breeding females. Pocosin and Carolina bay
habitats, due to the stmctwal density oftheir vegetation, provide areas ofescape and
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hiding cover that may mimic sanctuaries and provide exceptional feeding and denning
value.

Bottomland hardwood and mixed hardwood/pine were the only mature forested
habitat types, other than pocosin, that were significant on a seasonal basis. Such areas
may be important for bears in the fall due to the recognized importance of mast for bears
as they prepare to den. Numerous authors have documented the prominence ofblack gum
as a fall food resource (Landers et al. 1979, Hellgren and Vaughan 1988, Seibert 1993,

Maddrey 1995). Ifforest conversion to loblolly continues, fall may become a critical
period as bears are increasingly dependent on com, soybeans, and wheat.
The importance of marsh habitat for Gum Swamp females is puzzling, yet there

may be four factors interacting to account for the high ranking. First, telemetry error may
have placed some locations in marsh areas adjacent to timbered bottomlands where the
bears were actually located. Second, bears may be utilizing marsh for escape fi^om deer
hounds, bear hounds, and other disturbances. Thirdly, bears may be using the areas for
feeding on invertebrates and plants. Finally, because ofthe inaccessibility of marshes, such
areas may provide secure travel corridors between important bottomlands, pocosins, and
other traditionally important wetlands.

Because bottomlands were quickly destroyed in the 1970's and early 1980's,

Monschein(1981)reported that pocosins provided the last large blocks of suitable black
bear habitat in the Atlantic Coastal Plain. However,the thriving bear populations on the

Neuse/Pamlico are utilizing cropland and disturbed areas in many instances as a substitute
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for declining natural pocosins and bottomlands. Correspondingly, it appears that specific
crop rotation patterns(wheat/soybeans/com) and disturbed areas oflow vegetation
(providing soft mast foods) may provide the critical food needs of bears in specific
circumstances. The prominence of cropland as a preferred black bear habitat is supported
by Maddrey(1995). According to scat and stomach content analyses, wheat and com

were primary spring and .summer foods, respectively, while com and soybeans were
consistent fall foods. Com has traditionally been reported as an important black bear food
in summer(Hamilton 1978, Hellgren 1988). However, the use of wheat by bears has been
reported to be rare in the northem hemisphere(Mattson 1990), and the use of soybeans
appears to be a relatively new phenomenon according to many NPP farmers.
Neuse/Pamlico black bears may be adapting to wheat and soybean food resources in the
face oflandscape changes that have reduced habitats containing preferred natural foods.

MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS

Black bear adaptation to an abundant agricultural food base interspersed with large

blocks offorest industry woodlands may account for the dramatic increase in bear
populations over the past 20 years in eastem North Carolina. However, quahty and
quantity ofhabitats are not static, and this research provides evidence of diflerences in
habitat quahty between two contrasting study areas. The Gum Swamp represents a more
"traditional" area for bears with significant areas ofpocosin and bottomland hardwood

and high densities ofbears while the Big Pocosin represents a more highly managed
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environment dominated by plantation pine and representative ofprobable future bear
habitat in coastal North Carolina. Both areas have significant areas of cropland available

for bears. Bears on the NPP preferred areas of cropland(Gum Swamp), pocosin (Big
Pocosin and Gum Swamp),low vegetation (Big Pocosin and Gum Swamp), and marsh

(Gum Swamp)in all seasons and bottomland and mixed pine/hardwoods(Big Pocosin)in
the faU. Since the study began in 1992, most ofthe remaining pocosin and bottomlands in

the Gum Swamp (approximately 80%)have been harvested and converted to loblolly pine.
Furthermore, 1000 ha ofimportant cropland are currently being converted to forested
wetlands which will reduce available crop foods drastically. The landscape changes that

are occurring in the Ginn Swamp illustrate the dilemma faced by many bear populations in
eastem North Carolina. Continued conversion to managed pine is expected on private

lands in the coastal region(Hughes 1990). Furthermore, crop pattems are also changing;
John Anderson of North Carolina State University Department of Agronomy predicted the
conversion of over 400,000 ha of grain crops, such as wheat, soybeans, and com,to
cotton from 1994 to 1996. The conversion of'fratural" forest types to pine should force

bears to become increasingly dependent on areas such as clearcuts, disturbed pine

plantations, and agricultural grain crops for food. However, the conversion of grain crops
to cotton removes a very unportant alternative food resource in many areas and may
exacerbate the effects ofthe loss ofpocosin and bottomland hardwoods. Such landscape

changes may simulate an "ecological trap" and threaten to increase bear depredation and
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road kills and reduce total bear carrying capacity on the landscape. Careful harvest and
habitat management for coastal hear populations will he critical under these circumstances.

Predicted detrimental trends in forest and agricultural management and increasing
human development may present a difficult challenge for black hear populations in the
region and threaten to reverse the population increase experienced in occupied habitat
since the 1970's. While evidence from the NPP indicates that hears are capable of
adapting to disturbed, managed areas and agricultural croplands as substitutes for
"natural" habitats, the response ofblack bears to the additional loss ofgrain crops and
increased rural housing and development coxild be severe.
There is a critical need for landscape-scale management ofblack bears in eastem
North Carolina. Management plans should focus on areas oflarge blocks of habitat
relatively free of areas ofhuman concentration. Plans should provide guidelines for

maintaining existing areas ofpocosin, bottomland hardwood, and marsh. Furthermore,
management efforts should be focused to restore pocosin, bottomland hardwood, and
marsh to historic areas whenever possible. Core areas with current high bear densities
such as the Albemarle/Pamhco and Neuse/Pamhco peninsulas are ideal areas to begin
managing on a landscape scale.

Due to future predicted and probably irreversible declines in bottomlands and

pocosins throughout the South and increases in pine management and forest industry
ownership (Hughes 1990), the futiue of black bears in the coastal plain may be determined
by the management ofpine woodlands and adjacent farmlands. Coordination of
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management eflForts between wildlife managers and the forest industry will become
increasingly important.

As "natural" habitats continue to decline, pine habitats will become increasingly
important as feeding areas. Because the forest industry owns 23% ofthe forest land in
eastem North Carolina (Johnson 1990, Thompson 1990), and approximately 90% ofthat
ownership is composed of managed plantations(Joe Hughes, Weyerhaeuser Co., pers.
commun.), cooperation with the forest industry will be imperative to ensure adequate bear
habitat. Management plans should be designed with consideration for maintaining areas of
low vegetation by using control burning and thinning to enhance areas for berry
production. Such disturbed pine plantations, providing berries and other food items, may
be satisfactory substitutes for bottomlands and pocosin when supplemented by nearby
food crops. As a result, the juxtaposition of managed pine woodlands and areas of
croplands containing important bear foods should be considered. Grain croplands are
clearly critical for bears in the region, yet agricultural predictions indicate that areas of
grain crops will decline and cotton will increase. Wildlife managers should focus bear
management efforts in regions ofthe coastal plain where soils and agricultural conditions
are conducive to continued cultivation ofgrain crops(com, soybeans, and wheat)such as
occupied bear habitat in the lower coastal plain or tidewater area.
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CHAPTER 4

BLACK BEAR DENNING CHRONOLOGY AND
HABITAT UTILIZATION

The ability ofthe American black bear(Ursus americantis)to become dormant

during winter periods oflow food availability may account for its historical occurrence in
diverse habitats across North America. Black bears in northern latitudes may den for six

to seven months(Hatler 1967, Jonkel and Cowan 1971). The longest recorded denning

period of247 days(over eight months) was dociunented for an adult female in southern
Alaska (Schwartz et al. 1987). Toward more southerly latitudes, denning periods often
decrease to between three and four months(Hamilton 1978). Many native southem bears
may not den at all, as evidenced by Duffy(1971) who reported that native Louisiana bears
remained active during winter while bears relocated from Minnesota denned for extended
periods.

Denning characteristics in the southem Appalachian mountains(Johnson 1978,
Pelton et al. 1980, Johnson and Pelton 1981, Wathen 1983)and in Atlantic coastal plain

wetlands(Landers et al. 1979, Smith 1985, Hellgren and Vaughan 1989, Wooding and
Hardisky 1992)have been thoroughly studied. These coastal plain study areas contained
large blocks ofpocosin and/or bottomland hardwood cover types, but denning habitat

characteristics were not quantified in areas dominated by pine {Pinus spp.) plantations

intensively managed for timber production. The impact oftimber management practices,
such as harvest and prescribed burning, is not clearly imderstood for bears in the
Neuse\Pamhco area of eastem North Carolina. Due to the predominance of agricultural

crops on the NPP, winter food shortages may not be as severe as in many areas of North
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America. Local people on the NPP commonly report seeing bears throughout the winter,
and overall denning characteristics are poorly imderstood. The objectives ofNPP den
research were to determine denning chronology and macro-habitat requirements ofblack
bears in areas managed for forestry and agricultural production and provide data for den
habitat management.

METHODS
Den Site Investigations

Two den visits were conducted diuing the 1992-93 denning period with the
intention of anesthetizing and handling females and cubs to gather reproductive
information. On 6 February 1993, Bear #8, an adxilt with newbom cubs was approached.
The den was located in a ground depression near a drainage ditch. The sow abandoned
the two cubs as we approached to within 10 m One additional den site visit was

attempted on 2 April 1993. The sub-adult female(Bear #29) also quickly deserted her den
site before we made visual contact. Because we did not know whether or not this

individual had cubs, we left the area to prevent further chance of cub abandonment. We
decided at this point to forego future den site investigations due to the threat of cub
abandonment. Due to our thorough telemetry collection scheme, I decided to concentrate
on denning characteristics that could be determined through carefiil monitoring of radiocollared bears throughout the winter.
Determining Den Entry and Emergence

Black bears were monitored throughout the denning period in the winters of 199293 and 1993-94. Bear were located 1-4 times weekly from fall through spring to

accurately estimate den entry and emergence. Den entry was defined as the midpoint date
between the date ofthe last recorded fall movement and the first date when a series of
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stationary signals was recorded. Similarly, den emergence was defined as the midpoint
date between the last date on which a stationary position was observed and the first date in
a series of changing spring locations.

Denning Habitat

Radio locations of denning bears were determined using triangulation. Regular
triangulation stations were established throughout each study area, and UTM coordinates

for these stations were derived using a Global Positioning System(Trimble Navigation
Inc., Sunnyvale, CA). Locations were obtained fi^om estabhshed points using ground

triangulation with the loudest signal method (Springer 1979). Azimuths were generally
taken fi-om as many estabhshed points as necessary imtil two azimuths were obtained
within five minutes with an angle between 60° and 120°. Greater than 90% of all
azimuths met these criteria. Also, due to the high road density, forested areas were
generaUy surrounded by roads. As a result, it was possible to be certain ofthe particular

block ofhabitat a denning bear was occupying. This resulted in relatively high accuracy
for den habitat utilization work (see telemetry methods in Chapter 3).
Azimuths were entered into TELEM (Koeln 1980), and estimated UTM

coordinates for den locations were determined. GIS technology was employed using
Arclnfo (Environmental Systems Research Institute, Redlands, CA)to overlay den

locations with NCCGIA LULC data (Khorram et al. 1992, see methods in Chapter 3).

Den sites located in Weyerhaeuser pine plantations were overlaid on the company's stand

inventory maps. Ages of pine stands containing dens were then determined.
Available den habitat was determined by placing the mean radius of each sex/study

area group's 95% convex polygon home range around each individual animal's arithmetic
mean center of activity. Areas for all bears in a particular class were grouped to form a
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"study area" representing available den habitat. Detailed summaries and discussions of

literature and the techniques for determining available habitat are provided in Chapter 3.

Statistical Analyses

Denning period(# of days), den entry dates, den emergence dates, and ages ofpine
stands utilized were consistent with the normal distribution based upon Shapiro-Wilk tests
(Schlotzhauer and LitteU 1987). Therefore, a two-sample t-test(a parametric test for
independent groups) was used to analyze diflferences in those four variables for specific
sex and age classes. Due to low sample sizes of winter den sites (total of all LULC
types=13 Big Pocosin females, 13 Gum Swamp females and 1 male), no statistical
analyses were performed on den habitat utilization. Only general comparisons between
availabihty and usage percentages were made. Ages ofpine stands utilized by bears were
compared across study areas due to obvious dififerences in the ages ofstands used in the
two areas.

RESULTS
Den Period, Entry^ and Emergence

All bears monitored throughout the winter denned in both 1992-93 and 1993-94
(Appendix Tables 18-21). Only one male was monitored throughout an entire denning
period either winter because males often left the study areas and exhibited a higher rate of
collar drop than females. Therefore, no assessment can be made of male denning
characteristics. EarUest female den entries in 1992 were 13 and 17 December in the Big

Pocosin(n=5)and Gum Swamp (n=6), respectively(Table 18). In 1993, earhest female
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Table 18. Denning Chronology ofFemale Black Bears on the Neuse/Pamlico Peninsula,
North Carolina, 1992-93 and 1993-94.

Study Area and Year
Big Pocosin 92-93
(n=5)

Big Pocosin 93-94
(n=9)
Gum Swan^ 92-93
(n=6)

Gum Swamp 93-94
(n=7)

Den Entry

Den Emergence

Denning Length
(Days)

13 Dec-14 Jan

6 Mar-11 April

58-115

ave.= 27 Dec

ave.= 25 Mar

ave.=88

12 Dec-14Feh

20 Feh-16 April

26-125

ave.=14 Jan

ave.=l April

ave.=78

17 Dec-13 Jan

19 Feh-17 April

37-112

ave.=3 Jan

ave.=28 Mar

ave.=85

1 Dec-14 Feh

6 Mar-23 April

54-129

ave.=5 Jan

ave.=5 April

ave.=90
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entries were 12 and 1 December in the Big Pocosin(n=9)and Gum Swamp (n=7),
respectively. Across study areas, females entered the dens as late as 14 January in 1993
and 14 February in 1994. Denning periods ranged from 37-115 days(mean=86.3)in
1992-93 to 26-129 days(mean=83)in 1993-94. There were no significant differences in

the munber of days denned, den entry, or den emergence between study areas(Table 19).

Therefore, female bears from both study areas were grouped and differences between
years and age classes were analyzed. There were no differences between any variable
across years. The only significant differences were in number of days denned and den
entry between adults(n=19) and sub-adults(n=8). While den emergence dates were not

different, adults females entered dens 27 days earher than sub-adults(P=0.001), and
average denning periods were longer for adults than sub-adults(93 and 64 days,
respectively)(P=0.015).

Pennine Habitat Utilization

While 29 bears were monitored through den emergence over two winters, 27 bears
(26 F, 1 M)were used in habitat analyses because of data limitations. Hardwood (upland
and bottomland) and loblolly pine accounted for seven (26.9%)and nine(34.6%)of all
female den sites, respectively(Table 20). Clearcut/low vegetation and pocosin babitat
accounted for four(15.4%)and five(19.2%)female dens sites, respectively. Only one
female den was located in mixed pine/hardwood habitat, and the one male den was located
in a pine plantation.
All hardwood den sites were located in areas with dense ground cover usually

consisting of evergreen shrubs and switchcane(Arundinaria tecta). Few hardwood areas
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Table 19. Summary Denning Statistics for Female Black Bears on the Neuse/Pamlico
Peninsula, North Carolina, 1992-93 and 1993-94.

Comparison

Den Entry

Den Emergence

Denning Length

(Days)
Big Pocosin vs.Gum Swamp

P=0.678

P=0.782

P=0.603

1992-93 vs. 1993-94

P=0.136

P-0.382

P=0.776

Adult vs.Suh-adult

P=0.001*

P=0.910

P=0.015*

* Variables are significant(a=0.1)indicating a difference between adult and sub-adult den
entry dates and denning period.
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Table 20. Habitat Types Used as Den Sites by Black Bears on the Neuse/Pamlico
Peninsula, North Carolina,1992-93 and 1993-94.

Grouping

Habitat Types

Availability
(%)

Year
1992-1993

1993-1994

Upland Hardwood

2

12.3

Big Pocosin

Mixed Pine/Hardwood

1

9.7

females(n=13)

Pocosin

5.3

Plantation Pine

2

44.9

Clearcut/Low Vegetation

2

2.6

Totals

7

Giun Swamp

Bottomland Hardwood

1

34.1

females(n=l 1)

Pocosin

4

12.3

Plantation Pine

2

Clearcut/Low Vegetation
Totals

Gum Swamp
male(n=l)

2

17.3

2

9.1

6

Plantation Pine

29.5
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on either study area contained trees large enough to provide tree dens. However, pockets
of suitable tree dens do e?dst, and these pockets are widely spaced and unquantrfied.
Bears in the Gum Swamp and Big Pocosin selected different age pine stands
(Table 21). Big Pocosin bears chose stands older than Gum Swamp bears(P=0.0014).
However, both age groups ofpines contained a very thick imderstory layer of woody
species, greenbriars, and switchcane. The younger three to eight year old pines preferred

in the Gum Swamp contained a dense understory of woody trees, vines, and briars almost
impenetrable to humans. These areas are characteristic ofloblolly plantations before the

first thinning. The older areas preferred in the Big Pocosin are characteristic of areas five
to ten years following first thinning These areas also contained a dense understory of
woody trees, vines, and briars and are structurally similar to the Gum Swanq) denning
areas. The age ofthe pine areas may not be as important as the amount oftime since an
area was last disturbed. Last disturbance, whether clearcutting and replanting or first

thinning, would affect the subsequent plant community structure and density.

DISCUSSION

Contrary to popular opinion among many locals and some natural resource
professionals in eastern North Carolina, the bears on the Neuse/Pamhco peninsula do enter
dens for an extended period oftime during winter. However, denning periods for adult

females were shorter and den entry later in this study than in Arkansas(Smith 1985)and
the Great Dismal Swamp ofNorth Carolina and Virginia (Hellgren 1988). The denning

periods on the NPP were also shorter than other areas ofthe coimtry with mild winter

climates including coastal Washington (Lindzey and Meslow 1976), southem California
(Novick et al. 1981), and Arizona (LeCount 1983).
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Table 21. Ages ofPine Plantations Used as Den Sites by Black Bears on the
Neuse/Pamlico Peninsula, North Carolina, 1992-93 and 1993-94.

Plantation Age(years)

Grouping
3-8

9-14

15-20

Big Pocosin
females(n=5)

Gum Swarq)

females(n=4)

Gum Swartq)

male(n=l)

Big Pocosin

1

n=5

mean=17.8

SE=1.7

n=5

mean=6.4

SE=0.67

(females)
Gum Swamp
(both sexes)

21-26

26+
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Some researchers in the Appalachians studying denning characteristics have heen
able to handle bears in their dens(Johnson 1978, Wathen 1983). The ease with which
NPP bears can awake and move during the denning period indicates that hibemation in
coastal North Carolina may not be as pronounced as in more northerly latitudes or
mountainous habitats. The ease with which NPP bears were aroused may be related to

their predominant use ofground dens(ground den is used to refer to any den located on
the groimd including nests, ground cavities, or depressions) and the abundant availabihty
ofcrops and natural foods during winter.

Hamilton (1978), Hellgren (1988), and Lombardo(1993)investigated denning
habits in the North Carolina coastal plain, and each researcher identified the importance of

pocosin or Carolina Bay habitat for denning. The first winter ofthis study, four of seven
(57%)female Gum Swamp bears denned in pocosin habitat which accounted for only
12.3% of available habitat in the study area in 1992-1993. Also, one Big Pocosin female
denned in a Carolina Bay the first winter. Pocosin habitat types are obviously the
preferred denning habitat when available. No den sites were located in Gum Swamp
pocosin in year two (1993-1994), probably because oflarge-scale timber harvest ofthe

pocosin in the Gum Swamp starting during the 1992-1993 denning period in January
1993. Basically, many blocks of pocosin available to Giun Swamp bears in 1992-93 were
harvested during the denning period or soon after spring emergence.

Seven of26 female dens in this study were located in either upland or bottomland

hardwood habitats. The importance ofhardwood habitat types for denning was identified
by Smith(1985)in the coastal plain of Arkansas. Females there used tree dens

exclusively(n=34) despite the availabihty of dry ridges and bottomland terraces. Johnson
and Pelton(1981)identified tree dens as a potential limiting factor for black bears in
marginal habitats. Conversely, Hellgren (1988)identified 22 of23 female dens as ground
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dens in the Great Dismal Swamp, and Hamilton(1978)reported that most dens in Bladen
county. North Carolina were located in Carolina bays with dense ground cover.
The disparity between den sites chosen in the various studies may be linked to the
local habitat conditions and den availabihty. Smith's(1985)Arkansas study area was
concentrated on White River National Wildlife Refuge and composed oflarge expanses of
mature bottomland hardwoods. Additionally, Johnson and Pelton (1981)estimated over
2000 potential den trees in a study area with an estimated bear population of 129

individuals. In eastern North Carolina (Hamilton 1978, Lombardo 1993, this study) and

southeastern Virginia (Hellgren 1988), much ofthe forested landscape is composed ofa

"third forest"(Hughes 1990). Hughes described this "third forest" as the pine plantation
resource emerging in eastern North Carolina in the 20th century. The NPP is dominated
by a "third forest", characterized by very thick understory layers during certain stages in
the pine management process. Nine(8F, IM)of 10 den sites on the NPP that were
located in pine habitat fell into one oftwo specific age groups with similar vegetative
structure and density.

MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS

The earlier den entry exhibited by adult females may have management
imphcations for setting hunting seasons. Because adult females entered dens 27 days
earUer than sub-adults, hunting seasons set later in the season(mid to late December)

could reduce harvest pressure on adults in favor of sub-adults. This may be important in
areas where a breeding nucleus of adult females needs to be protected. Conversely, in
areas with significant crop depredation or other signs of high populations, earher seasons
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may be required to take advantage of maximum opportunity for harvest ofthe breeding
segment ofthe population. Current seasons in early November allow for equal harvest
opportunities for adults and subadults.
General comparisons ofuse and availabihty indicate that natural pocosin and
hardwood areas may be used more than expected as deiming habitats on the NPP.
Pocosin may be a particularly inq)ortant habitat component because four of seven female
dens in the Gum Swamp were located in a small area ofpocosin in 1992-93. However,
both habitat types are decreasing in each study area. The loss of pocosin and hardwoods
is focused in the Gum Swamp (since most ofthe Big Pocosin has already been converted

to plantation pine) where clearcutting ofthese habitats has continued throughout the
study. In the near future, available pocosins and hardwood denning areas wiU be hmited
on the NPP, and pine plantations will become increasingly important.
Current pine plantation management often creates suitable denning habitat because
areas ofthick denning cover are by-products ofregular plantation management schemes.

Evidence from the very specific den selection ofNPP bears indicates that dense pine

plantations can provide adequate denning habitat three to eight years following a
disturbance. This results in suitable denning habitat over a period of approximately five

years from three to eight years following initial planting and following first thinning. Due
to the short rotational period ciurently utilized for pines in eastem North Carolina and the
frequency ofthinning and disturbance, den sites in pine plantations should not be a limiting
factor in most areas. However,the quahty ofthese sites remains unknown. Future
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research should investigate bear reproductive success in the various pine plantation
environments used by female bears in the Atlantic Coastal Plain.

Controlled burning, which is practiced for the management ofred-cockaded
woodpeckers {Picoides borealis) and northem bobwhite quail(Colimis virginianus),
should not be a limiting factor for bear den sites in most areas. Controlled burning is
compatible with healthy bear populations due to the value ofearly successional areas for
soft mast food resources(see Chapter 3). A balance between thick pine plantations three
to eight years post disturbance and more open, regularly bumed plantations is necessary

for the proper combination of denning habitat and food resources. Critical bear
environments should be identified and monitored for significant areas of denning habitat,
especially in areas where pocosin and bottomland are quickly being converted to
plantations. Additionally, pocosins and bottomland hardwoods should be maintained or
restored whenever possible. The compbcated requirements ofbear and other species of
interest emphasize the importance of cooperation between private industry and wildlife
agencies m landscape scale management of bears m eastem North Carolina.
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CHAPTERS

MODELS FOR PREDICTING OCCUPIED BLACK BEAR HABITAT
IN COASTAL NORTH CAROLINA

Black bears historically ranged throughout the forested habitats ofNorth America
occupyiag all 49 continental states, all Canadian provinces and territories, and much of

northern Mexico(HaU 1981). As a result ofhuman-related mortahty and habitat loss,
black bears are now relegated to approximately 10% oftheir historical range in the
Southeast (Pelton 1982, Maehr 1984, Garshelis 1990). Southeastern black bears are
found in two physiographic provinces, the Appalachian mountains and the Atlantic coastal
plain. The Appalachian populations are relatively contiguous and concentrated on two

national parks and six national forests while the coastal populations are fragmented into
sub-populations centered on private lands(Maehr 1984). Some black bear populations in
coastal habitats are declining or threatened, yet occupied bear habitat in coastal North

Carolina has increased from 6,670 km^(1971)to 22,000 km^(1991). There has been a
47% increase in occupied habitat from 1981 (15,000 km^)to 1991 alone(Jones et al.
1995). Analyses ofblack bear mortahty characteristics also support the conclusion that
North Carolina's coastal bear populations have expanded over the past 10 to 15 years

(Warbmton et aL 1993). The black bear range expansion in coastal North Carolina has
occiured despite a marked increase in human density and activity. Many ofthe
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"wilderness" characteristics associated with black bears may need to be reviewed and

modified based on the occurrences m eastern North Carobna. Habitat conditions required
for sustaining black bears in eastern North Carobna are much more compbcated than the
traditional idea oflarge areas ofremote forests. The impredictable responses ofblack
bears to mcreasing human density and activity in the North Carobna coastal plain make
quantification ofinq)ortant habitat variables critical for soimd bear management. Wildlife
managers would benefit from the development of quantifiable models for predictmg the
percentage of a given area (e.g., a county) suitable for sustaining black bear populations.
These models could utilize a variety of habitat variables (e.g., total area offorest, human
population density, and area of specific habitat types). Predictions regarding future human

effects on black bear populations could be made and management efforts guided
accordingly. Furthermore, the models could be used to identify suitable but unoccupied
habitat and to justify restoration efforts.

STUDY AREA AND METHODS

Black bear range maps for the North Carobna coastal plam counties were prepared
in 1981 and 1991 by the North Carobna Wildbfe Resources Commission(NCWRC).

Occupied black bear habitat was drawn on USGS topographic maps and North Carolina
Department of Transportation county maps by district biologists who were knowledgeable
about bear distribution m their areas. Occupied habitat was defined as areas having
reproducing black bear populations as evidenced by observations offemales with cubs. I
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used a dot grid to measure the hectares ofoccupied habitat for 1981 and 1991 in each of
30 coastal plain coimties. Dot grid results were accurate to +/- 5%(n=15)based on
comparisons between estimates ofcounty size and official areas of coimties.
The estimates ofoccupied range from 1981 and 1991 and the changes in occupied
range between 1981 and 1991 were used as the dependent variables(Y)in six separate

multiple regression analyses. Dependent variables were regressed against two sets of
independent variables. The first group ofindependent variables consisted of human
density,% ofa county forested, and % of a county in cropland. The second group
included % ofa county in lobloUy/shortleaf longleafrslash, oak/gum/cypress, oak/hickory,
oak/pine, com, peanuts, soybeans, and wheat. A backward elimination procedure with a

SLS (significance level for staying in the model)of0.05 was utilized to determine
significant subsets ofindependent variables(SAS 1982). Therefore, three models(1981,
1991, and 1981 to 1991) assessed the predictive significance ofthe human density,
%forest, and %cropland variables(HFC), and three models assessed the various habitat
type variables(HT)over the same time periods.
Human densities were obtained from U.S. Census Bureau statistics(U.S. Census

Bureau 1980, 1990). Forest-related data were obtained from forest statistics pubhshed by

the U.S. Forest Service(Tansey 1983, Davenport 1984, Johnson 1990, Thompson 1990),
and agricultural data were issued cooperatively by the North Carolina and the U.S.

Departments of Agriculture(NC Agric. Stats. 1985, NC Agric. Stats. 1992). All forest
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and agricultural statistics were converted from acres to percentages in order to account
for differences in county sizes.

RESULTS

No HFC variables were significant for predicting occupied range in 1981
(Table 22). Occupied habitat was predicted using HT variables(%loblolly/shortleaf

%longleafrslash, %oak/gum/cypress, and %wheat, R^=0.61). However,in 1991, the
following HFC variables were significant: human density, %forest, the quadratic fimctions

ofboth variables, and an interaction term between the variables(R^=0.53). Significant HT
variables changed httle m 1991, as %loblolly/shortleaf %oak/gum/cypress, and %wheat

remained from the 1981 model, and %soybeans replaced %longleafrslash (R^=0.60).. The
quadratic fimction ofhuman density and an interaction term between human density and

%forest were significant(R^=0.21)in predicting changes in range from 1981 to 1991
using HFC variables. No HT variables predicted changes in bear distribution over the
period from 1981 to 1991. Equations for predicting occupied habitat are based upon the
synergistic relationship of all significant variables, and positive or negative values for
individual variables cannot be equated with a direct positive or negative effect on bear
distribution.

DISCUSSION

The 1981 results indicate that only the relationships between various habitat types
were accurate predictors ofbear distribution as no variables were significant in HFC
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Table 22. Equations for Predicting Occupied Black Bear Habitat in the Counties of
Eastern North Carolina Based on Backward Elimination Multiple Regression, 1981-1991.
MODELS(P=0.05)

Occupied
Human Density / %Forest / %Cropland
Range(Y)*
1981 Y

No significant variables

Habitat Types
y =-33.67+ 1.46(%LB)+

1.71(%LL)+ 1.09(%OG)+
3.4(%WT)

R^=0.61

1991 Y

y = 453.11 - 1.87(HD)-11.76(FR)+

y = -23.56 + 1.75(LB)+ 2.04(OG)

O.OOl(HD^)+ 0.09(FR^)+ 0.02(HF)

4.45(SY)+ 12.73(WT)

R^=0.53

Change in

y= 26.95 - 0.02(HD^)- 0.1(HF)

Y »♦

R'=0.21

R^=0.60

No significant variables

1981-91

FR=%Forest

LB=%Loblolly/Shortleaf

HD=Human Density

LL=%Longleafi'Slash

HF=FRxHD

OG=%Oak/G\xm/Cypress

SY=%Soybeans
WT=%Wheat

* 1981 and 1981-91 models were based on 28 counties and 1991 models were based on

30 counties with occupied black bear habitat in eastem North Carolina.

** Change in occupied range was predicted by change in significant variables over
approximately the same time period.
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models(Table 22). However, in 1991, occupied black bear habitat was predicted using

the relationships between human density and total forest/cropland and by the use ofhabitat
variables. Changing significance ofthe various variables over the 10-year period

emphasizes the dynamic relationship ofthese variables and the compUcated process
involved when attempting to predict suitable black bear habitat at a given point in time.
Fmthermore, any such model is limited by the inabihty to quantify some important habitat
characteristics such as quahty of areas and the impact ofvarious human-related activities.
The variation not explained by the models may be related to local circmnstances, non-

habitat variables, or spatial relationships between habitat variables.

Predicting changes in occupied habitat(1981 to 1991)using changes in the
variables was only possible with HFC variables. The insignificance ofHT variables may
be related to the fact that changes in HT variables were relatively small(usually < 1%)

over a ten year period while bear range increased markedly. Perhaps only variables that

change by a critical magnitude or reach a certain threshold will be significant for predicting
changes in bear distribution through time.

The compHcated nature ofthe 1991 HFC model was expected in coastal North
Carolina due to the expansion ofbear range that occurred with increases in human density

and landscape activity. The vahdity ofthese models depends on the interaction of all
significant variables in a multiple regression equation, and conclusions regarding the
uidividual variables are limited. However, some inferences regarding habitat are

warranted due to the completion ofvarious habitat use and food habits studies in eastern
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North Carolina (Landers et al. 1979, Hellgren et al. 1991, Lombardo 1993, Maddrey

1995, Chapter 3-this thesis).
Loblolly/shortlea^ oak/gum cypress, and wheat proved significant in both 1981
and 1991. Loblolly/shortleaf makes up 40% of all forested lands in the 30 coimties
studied (Johnson 1990, Thompson 1990). Therefore, the in^ortance ofloblolly/shortleaf
may be a result ofthe dominance ofthis habitat type in areas oflarge, contiguous blocks

offorest (i.e., bears need forested habitat, and loblolly/shortleaf constitutes much ofthe
forest available). Further evidence ofthis is presented in Chapter 3 ofthis thesis. Based
on rankings ofblack bear habitat utilization, loblolly pine {Piniis taeda) habitats ranked no
higher than fourth among habitats chosen by females in two study areas. Landers et al.
(1979), Hellgren et al (1991), Lombardo(1993), and Maddrey(1995) demonstrated the
importance of oak/gum/cypress forests for black bears, specifically in fall periods as bears
prepare to den. The significance ofoak/gum/cypress in the HT models also emphasizes
the importance ofthis habitat type because it constitutes a relatively small component of
available black bear habitat in the coastal region. 1 hypothesize that the importance of
wheat is related to the lack of altemate food sources in spring just afl;er den emergence.

Maddrey(1995)found wheat to be the dominant food item in scats during spring in the

central coastal plain. Wheat is the only agricultural food crop available to bears at that
time, and spring is the season outside the denning period when bear foods are most scarce.
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The significance ofsoybeans in the 1991 HT model may be evidence ofbear
adaptation to changing crop rotation pattems. Many local farmers in eastern North
Carolina have reported that the use ofsoybeans by bears is a recent phenomenon, and

Maddrey(1995) was the first to report that soybeans were a major fall food item. The
absence ofcom fi-om the models was unexpected because bear depredation on com was
common in many areas ofthe coastal plain. However, many extensive areas ofcom are
juxtaposed with fragmented forests iu areas with low percentages of occupied habitat on
the westem periphery ofcoastal bear habitat. Therefore, the variation that occurs in local

areas is evidence ofthe need to perform these types ofhabitat analyses on a broad regional
scale.

Finally, total area ofcleared land appears to be a limiting factor for black bears.
The westward limits ofcoastal bear distribution coincide with the boundary between the
eastem coastal plain's areas ofcontinuous forests (largely owned by private timber
companies) and the westem coastal plain's more intensely farmed and cleared areas and
higher human population densities.

MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS

Rudis and Tansey(1995)characterized coarse habitat elements of occupied black

bear range on a broad regional basis throughout the southeastem United States. My
models utilized a more detailed approach to determine specifrc habitat categories
(including human density)that are signifrcant for predicting occupied habitat within a
physiographic area ofa state. Both approaches identified the importance oflarge
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continuous blocks offorested habitat and areas ofbottomland hardwoods for maintaining

black bear populations in the Southeast. My models, which may be sensitive to local
habitat conditions, also indicated that area and type of cropland is important to bears in

eastem North Carolina. Crop foods may substitute for the hardwood mast food resource
in areas offorested habitat with sufficient escape and denning cover. Because estimates
indicate that bottomland hardwoods will experience the greatest proportional loss among

southern forest types in the future(19% in 1952 to 15% in 2030, Hughes 1990), managers
in the Southeast should consider the juxtaposition ofremaining continuous forested

blocks, oak/gum/cypress forests, and areas ofimportant crop foods. Because trends

predict a gradual increase in forest industry ownership of southern forest land(17% in
1952 to 25% in 2030, Hughes 1990), coordination of management efforts between
wildlife managers and the forest industry will become increasingly important. Landscape-

scale management and cooperation between major landowners is imperative to ensure
black bear viabihty in the rapidly developing Southeast. Models such as these may prove
useful for developing landscape-scale management plans and identifying suitable but
unoccupied habitat for restoration.
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CHAPTER 6

SUMMARY AND MANAGEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS

1)

Black bear research was conducted in two study areas(Big Pocosin and Gum

Swamp)on North Carolina's Neuse/Pamlico peninsula from May 1992 through May
1994. Objectives were to determine home range parameters, habitat utilization, and
denning chronology and denning habitat use. Additionally, models were developed to
predict occupied black bear habitat throughout the North Carolina coastal plain.
2)

Eighty-nine individual bears were captured 102 times. Fifty bears were fitted with

radio-transmitter collars, and 37 bears were located often enough to be used in telemetry
analyses.
3)

Over 3650 telemetry locations were collected throughout the two year sampling

period. Locations not meeting specific criteria were eliminated from home range, habitat,
and denning analyses leaving 2065 locations for use.

4)

Annual home ranges were constructed using the 50% and 95% CP methods and

the 95% HM method. Seasonal home ranges were constructed using the 95% CP method.
5)

Seasonal habitat utilization was analyzed using the Johnson (1980) method for

ranking individual habitat components. Rankings were based on two methods of

determining available habitat. One method assumed each animal had a specific area of
availabihty(ADA), and the second method assumed all animals had a common study area
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based on the composite of all AOA areas(ESA). Analyzing habitat in these two ways
allowed assessment ofbear habitat use on a macro-scale and within an animal's individual
area.

6)

Bear denning chronology and habitat use was monitored throughout winters 1992-

93 and 1993-94.

7)

Habitat models, based on occupied range data from 1981 and 1991, were

developed for coastal plain bear habitat using important forest and agricultural data and
backward elimination multiple regression statistics.
8)

Annual 95% home ranges were 1158(HM)and 1102 ha(CP)for Big Pocosin

females and 656(HM)and 533 ha(CP)for Gum Swamp females, but differences between
the methods were not statistically significant. Seasonally, Big Pocosin female home ranges
were significantly larger than Gum Swamp female home ranges during spring, summer,
and fall 1993. Additionally, 50% CP home ranges, approximating a core use area, were
smaller in the Gum Swamp than in the Big Pocosin. Collared Gum Swamp females
exhibited a high degree ofhome range overlap not foimd for collared Big Pocosin females.
9)

Differences in home range sizes and overlap between the Big Pocosin and the Gum

Swamp are probably due to differences in overall habitat quahty and carrying capacity
between the two areas. The Gum Swamp area contained significant areas ofpocosin and
bottomland hardwood that were absent from most ofthe more intensively managed Big

Pocosin where loblolly pine plantations are dominant.
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10)

During spring, for Big Pocosin females, there were no differences in use of

habitats. However, during summer, pocosin, low vegetation, and mixed pine/hardwood
stands were ranked #1,#2, and #3, respectively(by ESA). Summer AOA habitat

components did not differ. In fall, both ESA and AOA methods exhibited differences
within habitat components. For females, using the ESA method, pocosin, low vegetation,
and mixed stands ranked #1,#2, and #3, respectively. However, using the AOA method,

bottomland hardwood, pocosin, and low vegetation ranked #1,#2, and 3, respectively.

During one significant summer(ESA)and two significant fall(ESA and AOA)analyses
for BP females, pine ranked #7, #5, and #4 out ofthe seven habitat types.

11)

For Gum Swamp females, spring sample sizes were large enough to analyze all

seven individual habitat components. Marsh,farmed areas(cleared), and pocosin were
ranked #1, #2, and #3, respectively, using the ESA method. AOA components were not

different. The importance of marsh, low vegetation, and farmed areas(cleared) were
shown in summer because these habitat types ranked #1,#2, and #3 using the ESA

method. Again, the AOA components did not differ. Also, marsh, farmed areas(cleared),

and low vegetation were ranked #1, #2, and #3, respectively, in fall using the ESA method
while AOA components were not different. Pine habitats ranked #7 during spring,
summer, and faU for GS females using the ESA method.

12)

Males were combined between study areas due to low sample sizes. Low

vegetation and farmed (cleared) habitats ranked #1 and #2, respectively, using the ESA
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method dixring summer. AOA habitat components did not difiFer. Summer was the only
season sample sizes were large enough to rank habitat coirq}onents for males.
13)

All bears monitored throughout an entire winter deimed for at least part ofthe

period. Most bears entered dens in late December or early January and emerged from
their dens in late March or early April. Among females, there were no differences in
denning parameters between study areas or years. However, adult females denned 27
days earUer and for a longer period than sub-adults. Because adult females constitute the
breeding segment ofthe population, managers should consider the earUer den entries when

setting himting seasons. Later seasons(mid to late December)could protect breeders
while earlier seasons could be utilized to halt population growth in overpopulated areas.

14)

Preferred denning habitats were pocosin, hardwood areas, and pine plantations of

very specific ages. Nine often bear dens in plantation were in 3-8 or 15-20 year old age
classes. Pine plantations three to eight years post disturbance should be maintained as
demiing habitat in areas where pocosin and bottomland are limited. A balance between

thick pine plantations three to eight years following disturbance and more open, regularly
burned plantations is necessary for the proper combination of denning habitat and food
resources. Critical bear environments should be identified and monitored for significant

areas of denning habitat, especially in areas where pocosin and bottomland are quickly

being converted to plantation. Additionally, pocosins and bottomland hardwoods should
be maintained or restored whenever possible. Due to predicted continued conversion of
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natural habitats to pine, research on the productivity ofbears in different pine management
schemes remains a need.

15)

With predicted decreases in total area ofpocosin and bottomland and increases in

pines and forest industry ownership, pine management will become increasingly important
to provide areas of spring, summer, and fall feeding habitat. Because satisfactory den
habitat results as a by-product ofnormal plantation management, controlled burning
should be utilized to disturb large areas of plantations on a regular basis. This
management could provide soft mast and tender, succulent vegetation to supplement
reduced natural foods and loses ofcom, soybeans, and wheat.

16)

Habitat models for the coastal region identified the importance oflarge continuous

blocks offorested habitat and areas ofbottomland hardwoods for maintaining black bear
populations in the North Carobna coastal plain. Crop foods may substitute for the

hardwood mast food resource in areas offorested habitat with suflBcient escape and
denning cover.

17)

The North Carolina Wildlife Resources Commission should encourage and work

vsdtb North Carobna's timber companies to protect and/or enhance remaining areas of
bottomland hardwood and pocosin. Landscape scale management and cooperation

between major landowners is imperative in order to ensure black bear viabibty in the
rapidly developing coastal plain.

18)

The widespread conversion of grain crops to cotton coupled with continued

conversion ofpocosin and bottomlands to pine could have a devastating effect on bear
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populations. Such habitat alterations may simulate an ecological trap for recently

e^anding populations that have increased due to carefid harvest management, positive

pubhc attitudes, and an abimdance of crop foods. Management plans should address the
effects ofthe loss ofcrop foods on bear populations. Managers in the Southeast should
consider the juxtaposition ofremaining continuous forested blocks, oak/gum/cypress
forests, and remaining areas ofimportant grain crops(com, wheat, soybeans).

Management efforts should be focused in areas ofthe state where sods and agricultural
conditions are conducive to the continued growing of grain crops instead ofcotton and
where large areas of continuous forests exist.

19)

I recommend that the Neuse/Pamhco study cooperators initiate the formation of a

working group to address landscape-scale management ofblack bears in eastern North
Carolina. Agencies such as the North Carolina Wildlife Resources Commission and

Weyerhaeuser Company should take the lead in estabUshing this group ofprofessional
natural resource managers. All current cooperators should be involved, and an effort
should be made to more actively involve agricultural interests. The farm community will

play a cmcial role in the ultimate fate of coastal hear populations. The formation ofthis
coahtion of private and governmental groups would represent a significant step in ensuring
black bear viabihty in the rapidly growing North Carolina coastal plain and could set an

example for the management ofhigh profile large mammals in other areas ofthe country.
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Table Al. Capture Information for Black Bears in the Big Pocosin Study Area, North
Carolina, 1992-1993.
Bear ID#

Date Captured

Sex

Weight(kg)

Age(Years)

01

26 May 92

M

52.3

2.25

02

28 May 92

F

40.9

2.25

03

2 June 92

F

48.6

2.25

04

3 June 92

M

143.2

4.25

05

4 Jime 92

F

40.9

2.25

06

7 June 92

M

159.1

4.25

07

9 June 92

M

75.0

unknown

08

9 June 92

F

68.2

unknown

09

9 June 92

M

105.4

2.25

10

13 June 92

M

61.4

2.25

11

14 June 92

M

84.1

2.25

12

17 June 92

M

77.3

unknown

13

18 Jime 92

M

102.3

2.25

14

18 Jime 92

M

71.4

2.25

33

21 July 92

M

81.8

2.5

34

22 July 92

M

90.9

8.5

35

25 July 92

F

63.6

5.5

36

25 July 92

F

104.5

5.5

37

26 July 92

F

59.1

6.5

38

30 July 92

M

163.6

6.5

39

4 August 92

F

75.0

4.5
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Table Al.(cont.)
Bear ID#

Date Captured

Sex

Weight(kg)

Age(Years)

41

13 August 92

F

90.9

4.5

61

11 June 93

F

65.9

4.5

62

15 June 93

M

147.7

4.5

63

17 June 93

F

25.0

1.5

64

23 June 93

M

182.7

5.5

76

21 July 93

F

75.0

6.5

77

21 July 93

F

52.3

2.5

78

23 July 93

F

56.8

2.5

79

28 July 93

F

59.1

2.5

80

28 July 93

F

59.1

4.5

81

29 July 93

F

72.7

5.5

82

29 July 93

M

118.2

4.5

83

29 July 93

M

90.9

2.5

84

3 August 93

M

81.8

3.75

85

3 August 93

M

38.6

1.75

86

4 August 93

F

66.7

2.75

87

13 August 93

F

63.6

7.75
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Table A2. Capture Information for Black Bears in the Gum Swamp Study Area,
North Carolina, 1992-1993.
Bear ID#

Date Captured

Sex

Weight(kg)

Age(Years)

15

24 Jxme 92

M

40.9

1.5

16

24 June 92

M

147.7

6.5

17

26 Jime 92

F

68.2

9.5

18

27 June 92

M

90.9

3.5

19

27 June 92

F

29.5

1.5

20

27 June 92

M

143.2

4.5

21

29 June 92

M

131.8

5.5

22

29 June 92

M

125.0

6.5

23

1 July 92

F

59.1

3.5

24

2 July 92

F

68.2

9.5

25

2 July 92

F

65.9

10.5

26

5 July 92

M

122.7

5.5

27

5 July 92

M

138.6

5.5

28

12 July 92

F

38.6

2.5

29

13 July 92

F

43.2

2.5

30

15 July 92

M

22.7

1.5

31

15 July 92

M

113.6

5.5

32

18 July 92

F

50.0

3.5

40

4 August 92

M

22.7

1.5

42

11 Sept. 92

F

68.2

5.75

44

13 May 93

F

40.9

2.25
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Table A2.(cont.)
Bear ID#

Date Captured

Sex

Weight(kg)

Age(Years)

45

18 May 93

F

56.8

3.25

46

18 May 93

M

53.1

2.25

47

19 May 93

F

59.1

3.25

48

19 May 93

M

113.6

2.25

49

19 May 93

M

86.4

3.25

50

19 May 93

M

47.7

2.25

51

19 May 93

M

106.8

4.25

52

20 May 93

F

52.3

4.25

53

21 May 93

F

50.0

2.25

54

27 May 93

F

56.8

3.25

55

27 May 93

M

31.8

1.25

56

28 May 93

M

84.1

3.25

57

1 June 93

F

56.8

3.5

58

4 June 93

F

72.7

6.5

60

10 June 93

M

157.5

5.5

65

25 June 93

M

65.9

2.5

66

29 June 93

F

59.1

5.5

67

1 July 93

M

147.7

4.5

68

7 July 93

M

143.2

7.5

69

7 July 93

M

65.9

4.5

70

7 July 93

M

59.1

6.5
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Table A2.(cont.)
Bear ID#

Date Captured

Sex

Weight(kg)

Age(Years)

71

8 July 93

M

157.5

5.5

72

8 July 93

F

61.4

4.5

73

15 July 93

M

43.2

1.5

74

16 July 93

F

63.6

6.5

75

16 July 93

F

27.3

1.5

88

24 August 93

M

48.6

2.75

89

27 August 93

F

86.4

7.75

90

2 September 93

F

31.8

1.75

91

3 September 93

F

45.5

2.75
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Table A3. Recapture Information for Black Bears on the Neuse/Pamlico

Bear ID#

Sex

Original Capture
Date

Recapture
Date

Recapture
Original
Weight(kg) Weiglit(kg)

25

F

2 July 92

16 July 92

72.5

78.4

25

F

2 July 92

3 September 92

72.5

100.0

28

F

12 July 92

7 June 93

42.5

60.0

29

F

13 July 92

9 Jxme 93

47.5

60.0

30

M

15 July 92

4 Jime 93

22.7

47.7

48

M

19 May 93

8 July 93

125.0

117.5

50

M

19 May 93

21 May 93

52.5

53

F

21 May 93

26 May 93

55.0

56

M

28 May 93

1 July 93

92.5

56

M

28 May 93

16 July 93

92.5

57

F

1 Jime 93

9 June 93

62.5

61

F

11 June 93

16 June 93

72.5

88

M

24 August 93

10 September 93

53.4

90.9

57.5
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Table A4. Spring Female Black Bear Habitat Use in the Big Pocosin Study Area, North
Carolina, Based on Habitat Rankings Using the Entire Study Area Method to Determine
Available Habitat, 1992-1994.

Component

TBAR

Rank

-0.333

1

Cleared land/Low Vegetation

0.000

2

Pine

0.333

3

Hardwood/Pocosin/Mbced

F(2,4)= 0.484,P value is not

significant.
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Table A5. Spring Female Black Bear Habitat Use in the Big Pocosin Study Area, North
Carolina, Based on Habitat Rankings Using the Area of Availabihty Method to Determine

Available Habitat, 1992-1994.
Component

TBAR

Rank

Hardwood/Pocosin/Mixed

-0.417

1

Pine

-0.083

2

0.500

3

Cleared land/Low Vegetation

F(2,4)= 0.934,P value is not

significant.
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Table A6. Summer Female Black Bear Habitat Use in the Big Pocosin Study Area, North
Carolina, Based on Habitat Rankings Using the Entire Study Area Method to Determine
Available Habitat, 1992-1994.
Component

TBAR

Rank

Pocosin

-1.808

1

Low Vegetation

-1.577

2

Mixed Hardwood/Pine

-0.115

3

Hardwood

0.462

4

Bottomland Hardwood

0.769

5

Cleared

1.115

6

Pine

1.154

7

F(6,7)= 9.244, P=0.005
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Table A7. Summer Female Black Bear Habitat Use in the Big Pocosin Study Area, North

Carolina, Based on Habitat Rankings Using the Area ofAvailabihty Method to Determine
Available Habitat, 1992-1994.

Component

TBAR

Rank

Pocosin

-0.650

1

Low Vegetation

-0.610

2

Mixed Hardwood7T*ine

-0.270

3

Bottomland Hardwood

-0.150

4

Hardwood

0.340

5

Pine

0.620

6

Cleared

0.730

7

F(6,7)= 1.025, P value is not

significant.
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Table A8. Fall Female Black Bear Habitat Use in the Big Pocosin Study Area, North

Carolina, Based on Habitat Rankings Using the Entire Study Area Method to Determine
Available Habitat, 1992-1994.

Component

TBAR

Rank

Pocosin

-1.833

1

Low Vegetation

-1.250

2

Mixed Hardwood/Pine

-0.292

3

Bottomland Hardwood

0.083

4

Pine

0.250

5

Hardwood

0.708

6

Cleared

2.333

7

F(6,6)= 17.216, P=0.005
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Table A9. Fall Female Black Bear Habitat Use in the Big Pocosin Study Area, North

Carolina, Based on Habitat Rankings Using the Area ofAvailabihty Method to Determine
Available Habitat, 1992-1994.
Component

TBAR

Rank

Bottomland Hardwood

-0.750

1

Pocosin

-0.750

2

Low Vegetation

-0.333

3

Pine

-0.333

4

Mixed Hardwood/Pine

-0.333

5

Hardwood

0.583

6

Cleared

1.917

7

F(6,6)= 10.025, P=0.01
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Table AlO. Spring Female Black Bear Habitat Use in the Gum Swamp Study Area, North
Carolina, Based on Habitat Rankings Using the Entire Study Area Method to Determine
Available Habitat, 1992-1994.

Component

TBAR

Rank

Marsh

-2.350

1

Cleared

-0.450

2

Pocosin

-0.300

3

Mixed Hardwood/Pine

0.150

4

Low Vegetation

0.100

5

Bottomland Hardwood

1.200

6

Pine

1.950

7

F(6,4)= 4.498, P^O.l
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Table A11. Spring Female Black Bear Habitat Use in the Gum Swamp Study Area, North
Carolina, Based on Habitat Rankings Using the Area of Availabihty Method to Determine
Available Habitat, 1992-1994.
Component

TBAR

Rank

Mixed Hardwood/Pine

-0.600

1

Cleared

-0.550

2

Pocosin

-0.200

3

Marsh

-0.100

4

Low Vegetation

0.150

5

Pine

0.600

6

Bottomland Hardwood

0.700

7

F(6,4)== 1.400, P value is not

significant.
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Table A12. Summer Female Black Bear Habitat Use in the Gum Swamp Study Area,

North Carolina, Based on Habitat Rankings Using the Entire Study Area Method to
Determine Available Habitat, 1992-1994.
Component

TBAR

Rank

Marsh

-2.500

1

Low Vegetation

-0.692

2

Cleared

-0.346

3

Mixed Hardwood/Pine

0.231

4

Pocosin

0.308

5

Bottomland Hardwood

1.192

6

Pine

1.808

7

F(6,7)= 6.090, P=0.025
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Table A13. Summer Female Black Bear Habitat Use in the Gum Swamp Study Area,
North Carolina, Based on Habitat Rankings Using the Area ofAvailabihty Method to
Determine Available Habitat, 1992-1994.
Component

TBAR

Rank

Cleared

-0.578

1

Low Vegetation

-0.231

2

Marsh

-0.192

3

Pine

0.000

4

Pocosin

0.115

5

Mixed Hardwood/Pine

0.154

6

Bottomland Hardwood

0.731

7

F(6,7)= 1.162,P value is not

significant.
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Table A14. Fall Female Black Bear Habitat Use in the Gum Swamp Study Area, North

Carolina, Based on Habitat Rankings Using the Entire Study Area Method to Determine
Available Habitat, 1992-1994.
Component

TBAR

Rank

Marsh

-2.632

1

Cleared

-0.526

2

Low Vegetation

-0.500

3

Mixed Hardwood/Pine

0.026

4

Pocosin

0.342

5

Bottomland Hardwood

1.289

6

Pine

2.000

7

F(6,13)= 23.565, P=0.001
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Table A15. Fall Female Black Bear Habitat Use in the Gum Swamp Study Area, North
Carolina, Based on Habitat Rankings Using the Area of Availability Method to Determine
Available Habitat, 1992-1994.

Component

TBAR

Rank

Marsh

-0.421

1

Cleared

-0.395

2

Mixed Hardwood/Pine

-0.289

3

Low Vegetation

0.184

4

Bottomland Hardwood

0.289

5

Pocosin

0.289

6

Pine

0.342

7

F(6,13)= 1.293, P value is not

significant.
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Table A16. Summer Male Black Bear Habitat Use on the Neuse/Pamlico Peninsula, North

Carolina, Based on Habitat Rankings Using the Entire Study Area Method to Determine
Available Habitat, 1992-1994.
Component

TBAR

Rank

Low Vegetation

-1.214

1

Cleared

-0.286

2

Pocosin and Marsh

-0.071

3

Pine

0.786

4

Hardwood and Mixed

0.786

5

F(4,3)= 10.174, P=0.05
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Table A17. Summer Male Black Bear Habitat Use on the Neuse/Pamlico Peninsula, North

Carolina, Based on Habitat Rankings Using the Area of AvailabUity Method to Determine
Available Habitat, 1992-1994.
Component

TBAR

Rank

Low Vegetation

-0.357

1

Cleared

-0.143

2

Pocosin and Marsh

-0.071

3

Pine

0.714

4

Hardwood and Mixed

0.500

5

F(4,3)= 0.665,P value is not

significant.
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Table A18. Black Bear Den Entry, Den Emergence, and Denning Duration in the Big
Pocosin, North Carolina, 1992-93.
Bear ID#

Sex

Den Entry Date

Den Emergence Date

# Days Denned

08

F

13 December 92

29 March 93

106

41

F

17 December 92

11 April 93

115

35

F

20 December 92

6 March 93

76

39

F

7 January 93

6 March 93

58

02

F

14 January 93

11 April 93

87
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Table A19. Black Bear Den Entry, Den Emergence, and Denning Duration in the Big
Pocosin, North Carolina, 1993-94.
Bear ID#

Sex

Den Entry Date

Den Emergence Date

# Days Denned

35

F

12 December 93

16 April 94

125

61

F

14 December 93

9 April 94

116

76

F

30 December 93

16 April 94

107

87

F

17 January 94

20 February 94

34

79

F

23 January 94

16 April 94

83

80

F

23 January 94

16 April 94

83

81

F

23 January 94

26 March 94

62

77

F

30 January 94

3 April 94

63

86

F

14 February 94

12 March 94

26
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Table A20. Black Bear Den Entry, Den Emergence, and Denning Duration in the Gum

Bear DD#

Sex

Den Entry Date

Den Emergence Date

# Days Denned

25

F

17 December 92

4 April 93

16

M

26 December 92

23 March 93

17

F

26 December 92

17 April 93

112

29

F

26 December 92

2 April 94

97

23

F

13 January 93

10 April 93

87

28

F

13 January 93

19 February 93

37

42

F

13 January 93

20 March 93

66

108

87
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Table A21. Black Bear Den Entry, Den Emergence, and Denning Duration in the Gum
Swamp, North Carolina, 1993-94.
Bear ED#

Sex

Den Entry Date

Den Emergence Date

# Days Denned

25

F

1 December 93

9 April 94

74

F

18 December 93

6 March 93

52

F

28 December 93

23 April 94

116

66

F

28 December 93

16 April 94

109

23

F

10 January 94

26 March 94

75

48

M

10 January 94

6 March 94

55

44

F

14 February 94

9 April 94

54

90

F

31 January 94

9 April 94

68

129
78

130
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